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Introduction 

In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (the IPCC) under the United Nations published 

four reports on climate change. The message was clear: The planet’s temperature is rising, and there is 

very high confidence that it is due to anthropogenic interference. The issue became a major political 

priority for many political leaders, and even President Bush, who had for years been a denier of climate 

change, admitted that human influence is likely to affect the climate. 

In his quest for change, securing climate change legislation has been a top priority for Barack Obama for 

years. And following his announcements many hoped that the COP15 summit in Copenhagen would prove 

as the place for a serious breakthrough for a global effort of fighting climate change. But no politically 

binding agreement was reached on the most important issue: Seriously reducing GHG emissions. 

After almost two years in office, President Obama has still not succeed in passing a comprehensive 

climate bill through Congress, which is a necessity before entering into an international agreement. A 

major obstacle in passing a domestic bill is reaching supermajority in the Senate, and a major question is 

what Obama in reality can accomplish. 

This dissertation examines why Obama has not been able to secure climate change legislation, and how 

this has affected his goals. To answer these questions, I will assess Obama’s initial ambitions and his 

accomplishments so far before analysing the obstacles that stand in his way and how his goals have 

changed. 

 

Research question 

Why has President Obama failed to secure climate change legislation, and how has this affected his 

goals?  
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Methodology 

This dissertation consists of two main parts that differ in terms of methodology. The first methodological 

approach is used throughout chapters 1-3 and is based on empirical data collected from databases, 

online media and websites. 

First, I will be examining President Obama’s initial ambitions of securing climate change legislation. This 

includes his previous statements on the issue of energy and climate change, which major energy bills he 

has supported, other supporters of climate change legislation, Obama’s own efforts and the result of the 

COP15 summit in Copenhagen in December 2009. 

Subsequently, I will be turning to the obstacles that Obama faces in securing climate change legislation. 

This includes examining corporate interests and their lobbying efforts, the recommendations from public 

policy organizations, how the public regard the issue and how they regard Obama. I will also be giving an 

analysis of the political climate in the US. 

The first two chapters will be summed up at the end of each chapter, and the result of Obama’s 

ambitions versus the obstacles he is facing will be assessed in chapter 3. Parts of these chapters are 

descriptive but serve the purpose of contribution to the analysis in the following chapters, especially 

chapters 5 and 6. 

The second methodological approach consists of chapter 4. It makes up the theoretical part of this 

dissertation and is based on the works of political scientists. Prevalent theories will be introduced and 

tested through the findings of this dissertation, but the theory will also be used to answer the research 

question. 

Finally, chapter 5 gives a closing discussion and analysis of the empirical data collected and the theories 

introduced before the final conclusion in chapter 6.  
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Theory 

The theories used in this dissertation consist of two parts. In relevance to part of the research question – 

why Obama has failed to secure climate change legislation – it is relevant to examine how powerful the 

president is. But it is just as relevant to examine the dispersion of power in the US, and how powerful the 

interest groups working against Obama are. The initial aim of including theories, however, is to test 

prevalent theories in the light of the empirical findings of this dissertation, as it will add another piece to 

the puzzle in understanding presidential power and the interest group influence. 

The first theoretical part concentrates on the power of the president and is based on the works of Richard 

E. Neustadt and Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., who are both highly well-reputed within the realm of political 

science. And since they have close to opposing views on the power of the presidency, it makes them 

interesting to discuss in the light of the empirical findings of this dissertation. 

Neustadt’s work revolves around the power of persuasion and the standpoint that the powers of the 

president are limited. For that reason, he has to make use of his informal powers and especially his 

power to persuade. Schlesinger, on the other hand, advocates the concept of the imperial presidency and 

claims that the president is powerful and imperial especially in times of crises. It should be mentioned 

that Schlesinger’s work takes it starting point in foreign affairs, but many of his claims are still considered 

relevant to include in this dissertation. 

Other political scientists such as Robert Singh and Theodore J. Lowi are also included in the first 

theoretical part of this dissertation. 

The second theoretical part analyses the power of interest groups and takes its starting point in the 

works of especially Robert Dahl and Theodore J. Lowi. Like Neustadt and Schlesinger these two political 

scientists are both influential and have their disagreements. Dahl is a supporter of pluralism and argues 

that power in the US is dispersed among many different stakeholders. Thus, the balance of power is 

evened out and no elite is in power. Lowi, in turn, is a supporter of elitism. I find the concept of the 

dispersion of power both interesting and relevant to examine based on the empirical data of this 

dissertation. 

Allan J. Cigler and Burdett A. Loomis are two other influential political scientists especially within interest 

group politics, and their views are included and discussed as well. 

In chapter 5, the theories introduced will also be used to analyse the empirical data of this dissertation to 

help answer the research question.  
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Delimitation 

This dissertation analyses President Obama’s efforts of securing climate change legislation. Hence, the 

timeframe lies between the presidential campaign of 2008 until the end of 2010 and does not include 

former presidents. 

I will mainly examine the research question based on domestic factors in the US. Since any international 

agreement has to be passed by Congress, it is not deemed relevant to scrutinize international relations, 

even though it is included to some extent in this dissertation. The COP15 summit in Copenhagen has 

been included, as the US arrived with specific reduction targets. The COP16 summit in Cancún is included 

to a lesser extent, as the targets remained the same. 

The political issue of climate change is a major one and hence a vast number of stakeholders including 

politicians, interest groups, news agencies etc. are part of setting the agenda. However, due to the fixed 

size of this dissertation only the major stakeholders are analysed, only the most successful energy bills 

are examined, and only the most influential political scientists are introduced. 

For the same reason, I have chosen to focus on the theoretical areas of presidential power, interest group 

influence and the dispersion of power. This means that other theoretical areas such as the influence of 

public opinion and the American political system are only dealt with to a certain extent. 

Many influential stakeholders support Obama’s ambitions of fighting global warming. But since the fact is 

that he has not been able to pass any comprehensive climate change legislation so far, this dissertation 

puts its emphasis on the obstructers that Obama faces. However, the main players pro climate change 

legislation are also included to give balance to answering the research question.  
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1) THE INITIAL AMBITIONS 

For years, securing climate change legislation has been a top priority for Barack Obama with the aim of 

transforming the US to a clean energy economy. This has been supported by influential stakeholders and 

politicians. In this part of the dissertation, I will take a closer look at Obama’s political communication on 

energy policy, the supporters of passing climate change legislation, actual initiatives to tackle climate 

change as well as the most important energy bills. I will be doing this to asses Obama’s initial political 

goals and his base of support in relevance to the research question. A summary will be given at the end 

of the chapter. 
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1a) Obama’s initial goals 

As a starting point of this dissertation, I will examine Barack Obama’s political communication on energy 

policy, and the specific goals he has set. I will be doing this in reference to the research question to be 

able to assess how Obama’s goals have changed. US reduction targets will also be compared with IPCC 

recommendations to give an idea of Obama’s level of ambition. The data in this part of the dissertation 

date from no later than the early part of 2010, as the rhetoric started to change during 2010, as I will 

return to later on. 

 

Political communication 

Whereas the rhetoric of the White House during the Bush administration very much revolved around 

whether or not global warming was induced by anthropogenic interference, Barack Obama (2009d) has 

accepted this as a scientific fact: “There's no longer a debate about whether carbon pollution is placing 

our planet in jeopardy; it's happening”. Also, Obama has claimed it to be one of his top priorities (CNN, 

2008c). 

I have established three different motives behind Obama’s plan for a new energy policy. The first one is 

to address climate change and avoid the “long-term threat of climate change, which if left unchecked 

could result in violent conflict, terrible storms, shrinking coastlines and irreversible catastrophe” (Obama, 

2009c). 

Motive two is to secure energy independence and national security. In ‘The Audacity of Hope’ Barack 

Obama (2006) writes that “[a] nation that can’t control its energy sources can’t control its future” (p. 

102). And during the presidential election campaign he said: “I want to make sure that we are investing 

in energy in order to free ourselves from the dependence on foreign oil” (CNN, 2008a). 

Motive three is to increase competitiveness, boost the economy and create jobs. In December 2009 at 

the COP15 summit, Obama (2009b) spoke about creating a new clean energy economy: “[I]t will create 

millions of new jobs, power new industries, keep us competitive, and spark new innovation”. Hence, the 

transition to a clean energy economy is expected to stimulate the economy. 

 

An international agreement 

Prior to the COP15 summit, the White House (2009a) emphasized the importance of entering into a 

legally binding international agreement: “[I]t is essential that the countries of the world, led by the major 

economies, do what it takes to produce a strong, operational agreement that will both launch us on a 

concerted effort to combat climate change and serve as a stepping stone to a legally binding treaty.” 

However, emphasis was also put on major developing nations joining a treaty as well: “But those rapidly-

growing developing nations that will produce nearly all the growth in global carbon emissions in the 

decades ahead must do their part as well… [T]hey will need to commit to strong measures at home…” 

(Obama, 2009a). This especially goes for the major developing economies of China and India. 

Obama has also stressed the importance of a “level playing field internationally" and has been against a 

tariff on imports from countries without systems for pricing or limiting GHG emissions: “At a time when 

the economy worldwide is still deep in recession and we've seen a significant drop in global trade, I think 
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we have to be very careful about sending any protectionist signals out” (Mufson, 2009). 

 

From oil to renewable energy sources 

A cap and trade mechanism is a cornerstone in Obama’s plan towards a clean energy economy. Hence, 

Obama’s budget plan for 2009 even assumes $78.7 billion in revenues in 2012 from the sale of GHG 

permits to polluters (Chipman & Dodge, 2010). According to the plan the revenues of auctioning 

emissions permits should reach $646 billion by 2019 (Carey, 2009). 

Turning to the issue of oil, Obama has on numerous occasions expressed his concern for the imbalance 

that exists between the country’s need for oil versus its own supply: “[…] we only have 3 per cent of the 

world's oil supplies and we use 25 per cent of the world's oil. So we can't simply drill our way out of the 

problem” (CNN, 2008a). However, drilling for more oil has still been seen as part of the solution: “I 

believe in the need for increased oil production. We're going to have to explore new ways to get more oil, 

and that includes off-shore drilling” (CNN, 2008b). 

But the continuous drilling for oil is to be seen as a transition to a cleaner energy economy: “But what I 

want to emphasize is that this announcement is part of a broader strategy that will move us from an 

economy that runs on fossil fuels and foreign oil to one that relies more on homegrown fuels and clean 

energy” (Obama, 2010b). 

Obama (2006) has also put additional pressure on the oil companies as he wants to impose a tax on the 

industry: “Instead of subsidizing the oil industry, we should end every single tax break the industry 

currently receives and demand that 1 per cent of the revenues from oil companies with over $1 billion in 

quarterly profits go toward financing alternative energy research and the necessary infrastructure” (p. 

100). This shows a change from the Bush administration that strongly supported the oil industry. 

Investments in alternative energy sources as well as nuclear power are also expected to be part of the 

solution as domestic oil production cannot comply with the demand. Thus, during the presidential debates 

Barack Obama said: “What we're going to have to do is to approach it through alternative energy, like 

solar, and wind, and biodiesel, and, yes, nuclear energy, clean-coal technology” (CNN, 2008a). 

 

Projections and recommended reduction targets 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that global energy demand will grow 55 per cent by 

2030, and that if climate-friendly technologies are not used to generate energy, emissions will grow by 

50 per cent by 2050 (UNFCCC, 2010a, p. 1). In addition, the US Energy Information Administration under 

the US Department of Energy expects energy consumption to increase by 14 per cent in the US from 

2008 to 2035 representing an average annual growth rate of 0.5 per cent, if current laws and regulations 

are left unaltered (EIA, 2010a). 

Fossil fuels will continue to provide most of the energy consumed in the US, but their share of overall 

energy use will fall from 84 per cent in 2008 to 78 per cent in 2035. Renewable energy sources will make 

up between 45 per cent and 65 per cent of the increase in energy generation during this period, but CO2 

emissions are expected to increase by 8.7 per cent if legislative or regulatory changes are not 

implemented (ibid.). 
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However, the IPCC under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 

recommends that GHG emissions need to peak somewhere between 2020 and 2025, and that they need 

to be reduced by 50-80 per cent below 1990 levels by 2050 to avoid the most catastrophic effects. More 

specifically, developed countries need to reduce GHG emissions by 80 per cent and developing countries 

by 50 per cent (UNFCCC, 2010a, p. 2). By 2020, GHG emissions need to be reduced by between 25 per 

cent (developing countries) and 40 per cent (developed countries) compared to 1990 levels (UNFCCC, 

2010a, p. 3). 

 

US reduction promises 

In August 2009, the Obama administration set a target of reducing GHG emissions by at least 80 per cent 

compared to 1990 levels or more recent years by 2050 (White House, 2009f). When Barack Obama in 

November 2009, announced that he would participate at the COP15 conference in Copenhagen, the White 

House simultaneously set new and more specific reduction targets. These were to cut GHG emissions 17 

per cent by 2020 and 83 per cent by 2050 compared to 2005 levels (White House, 2009a). 

Until August 2009, the Obama administration set its reduction targets compared to 1990 levels, but this 

changed when the US submitted its reduction targets for the COP15 conference, where 2005 became the 

point of reference. This is in compliance with the Copenhagen Accord that states that participating 

nations can define their own base year (United Nations, 2009). But according to Ritzau, the reduction of 

17 per cent by 2020 is equivalent to only a 4 per cent reduction compared to 1990 levels (Biello, 2010).  

This is far from UNFCCC’s 40 per cent reduction recommendation for developed countries. However, 

according to Deputy National Security Advisor Michael Froman (2009), the 83 per cent reduction target 

compared to 2005 levels is equivalent to the recommended 80 per cent reduction compared to 1990 

levels. 

The targets set are from Obama’s own plan, but the president is also in support of other plans to reduce 

GHG emissions, which I will now examine.  
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1b) Key energy bills supported by Obama 

The following paragraphs assess the most important and most ambitious proposed energy bills in the US 

– More specifically the Waxman-Markey Act and the Kerry-Lieberman Act. Obama is a supporter of both 

bills (Obama, 2009d & Obama, 2010c) making them relevant to include. 

 

The Waxman-Markey Act – The American Clean Energy and Security Act 

On 26 June 2009, the American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACES Act), or the Waxman-Markey Act, 

was passed by the House of Representatives by a vote of 219 to 212 (Pew Center, 2009). For that 

reason, it is considered the most successful US climate bill so far, however, it has not made it to the 

Senate floor (Tutwiler, 2010). 

The bill aims at reducing GHG emissions 17 per cent by 2020 and 83 per cent by 2050 compared to 2005 

levels for specifically selected sectors. The overall goal for the entire country is similar except for a 20 per 

cent reduction by 2020 (Pew Center, 2009). Emitters that produce more than 25,000 tonnes of carbon 

dioxide annually are subject to complying with the reduction targets (Climate Progress, 2010). 

The bill includes a cap and trade mechanism and investments of $100 billion over a ten year period for 

federal renewable electricity and efficiency standards, carbon capture and storage technology, advanced 

biofuels, advanced coal technology, nuclear power, electric vehicles and the Smart Grid. Energy efficiency 

is also targeted to be increased for buildings, lighting, appliances and vehicles (ibid.). 

The bill explicitly states that the new cap and trade system will replace any regulation by the 

Environmental Protection Agency (the EPA) under the Clean Air Act (Tutwiler, 2010) (this will be 

explained later on). However, the EPA is to set certain standards in 2016 (Climate Progress, 2010). There 

will be free allowances for trade-exposed industries, but if a global agreement is not reached on fighting 

climate change, the bill will put a tariff on goods imported from countries that have not taken actions to 

limit emissions by 2020 (Climate Progress, 2010). 

 

The Kerry-Lieberman Act – The American Power Act 

On 12 May 2010, Democratic Senator John Kerry and Independent Senator Joe Lieberman put forward 

their climate bill, the so-called American Power Act or the Kerry-Lieberman Act (Samuelsohn, 2010). 

The targets for the capped sectors are 17 per cent below 2005 levels by 2020 and 80 per cent below 

2005 levels by 2050 (Kerry & Lieberman, 2010, p. 1). Emitters that produce more than 25,000 tonnes of 

carbon dioxide annually are subject to complying with the reduction targets (Kerry & Lieberman, 2010, p. 

5). 

The bill works on a federal level and includes separate, targeted cap and trade mechanisms for the three 

major emitting sectors; power plants, heavy industry and transportation (Climate Progress, 2010). 

Incentives will be given and investments made in energy technology, advanced vehicle technologies, 

carbon capture and sequestration (Kerry & Lieberman, 2010, p. 4). 

$70 billion will be invested for clean energy and natural gas transportation over ten years plus extensive 

support for nuclear power, advanced coal and support for renewable sources of energy (Climate Progress, 
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2010). Producers and manufacturers of fuels will not be part of the green house gas market, but they will 

be required to purchase allowances at a fixed price (Kerry & Lieberman, 2010, p. 4-5). 

The bill gives the EPA authority over a number of new climate programmes (Samuelsohn, 2010, p. 2) but 

rules out both EPA as well as state level regulations of GHG emissions (Tutwiler, 2010). If a global 

agreement is not reached on fighting climate change, the bill will put a tariff on goods imported from 

countries that have not taken actions to limit emissions (Kerry & Lieberman, 2010, p. 4). 

The politicians behind these two bills receive support from influential stakeholders, which I will now 

assess.  
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1c) Supporters of climate change legislation 

The following paragraphs demonstrate the major and most important domestic stakeholders that are in 

support of passing climate change legislation. This includes environmental groups, think tanks, 

businesses and states, which are included to assess Obama’s base of support. 

 

Environmental groups and think tanks 

With its 1.3 million members the Sierra Club is the largest grassroots environmental group in the US 

(Sierra Club, 2010a). The group is working to make Congress pass legislation that aims to reduce GHG 

emissions by 80 per cent by 2050 and to introduce a price on carbon. The US should also commit to 

helping developing nations reduce their GHG emissions through an international treaty (Sierra Club, 

2010b). 

The major environmental group Greenpeace with its 2.8 million worldwide members (Gilbert, 2010), the 

WWF with its 1.2 million US members and 5 million globally (WWF, 2010a) and the National Resources 

Defence Council with its 1.3 million members (NRDC, 2010) all aim for GHG reductions of 80 per cent by 

2050 (Greenpeace, 2010; WWF, 2010b; NRDC, n.d.). 

The Pew Center on Global Climate Change is a think tank consisting of business leaders, policy makers, 

scientists and other experts that work to find solutions to fight climate change (Pew Center, 2010b). It 

has recently been named the world’s top environmental think tank (ThomasNet, 2010) and sees 

emissions of GHGs as the main reason of global warming, which is already taking place (Pew Center, 

2010c). The think tank does not set a specific reduction target for the US but supports a cap and trade 

programme, which is considered the most cost-effective solution (Pew Center, 2010d). 

 

Climate friendly businesses 

The Pew Center’s Business Environmental Leadership Council (BELC) consists of 46 major companies with 

combined revenues of over $2 trillion and over 4 million employees. Members of BELC agree that climate 

change is occurring, that delayed action will increase both risks and costs and that businesses should 

take action to reduce GHG emissions. Also, the US should significantly reduce its emissions through an 

economy-wide, mandatory approach including a cap and trade programme and solutions should be 

sought for on an international level (Pew Center, 2010e). 

USCAP (2009a) is a group of major businesses and environmental groups, which urge the US government 

to pass climate change legislation and significantly reduce GHG emissions. Members include Chrysler, 

Duke Energy, the Ford Motor Company, General Electric, General Motors Company, PepsiCo, Shell and 

the Siemens Corporation among others. 

The group recommends Congress to reduce emissions from current levels by 60-80 per cent by 2050 and 

supports an economy-wide, market-driven approach that includes a cap and trade programme (USCAP, 

2010b, p. 6-7). 

The renewable energy sector including wind, solar, geothermal etc. are not surprisingly big supporters of 

a transition to a cleaner energy economy as well. They too argue that consumers will benefit from the 

transition as household spending will be reduced by app. $100 per year in 2030 (Trabish, 2010). During 
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the first three months of 2010, 10.1 per cent of the energy produced in the US came from renewable 

energy sources (EIA, 2010b). 

 

Climate friendly states 

A total of twenty-three states have decided not to wait for legislation on a federal level and have started 

regulating GHG emissions on their own. These states include California, Oregon, Washington, Montana, 

Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, Minnesota, Michigan, Illinois, Florida, Virginia, Maryland, New 

Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine and 

Hawaii (Pew Center, 2010a). 

Led by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, California is one of the frontrunners of cutting GHG emissions. 

In 2005, an executive order was issued that set a state-wide target of reaching 1990 levels by 2020 as 

well as cutting emissions 80 per cent below 1990 levels by 2050. And in 2006, the first state-wide and 

economy-wide mandatory emissions cap programme was introduced (ibid.). 

Florida has set similar targets and aims to reduce emissions by 80 per cent below 1990 levels by 2050. 

The states mentioned have set varying targets that differ in terms of ambitions as well as base year 

(ibid.). 

Given the powers of the presidency, Obama has launched certain initiatives as well, which I will now turn 

to.  
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1d) Obama’s efforts 

The following paragraphs illustrate Obama’s specific efforts of securing climate change legislation to be 

assessed later on in this dissertation. Mainly the Recovery Act, clean energy investments, executive 

orders, appointments, international agreements and the role of the EPA will be dealt with. 

 

A new approach 

Whereas the Bush administration was reluctant to do so, the US will, under the current government, keep 

track of greenhouse gas emissions from large emission sources (White House, 2010b). Hence, the EPA 

has published a rule on mandatory GHG emissions reporting for facilities that emit over 75,000 tonnes 

per year. 

$80 billion of the $787 billion estimated cost of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 

(the Recovery Act) has been set aside for clean energy programmes (White House, 2010a). The 

investment is estimated to reach $150 billion in clean energy projects including appropriations, federal 

loans and tax incentives, and the investments are intended to stimulate the economy as well (Biden, 

2009). 

According to the CEA, the Recovery Act created more than 80,000 clean energy jobs in the first quarter 

of 2010, and clean energy investments will support an additional 20,000 jobs throughout the economy 

(Romer, 2010). It is estimated that clean energy investments from the Recovery Act will create more 

than 700,000 jobs by 2012 (White House, 2010b). Low income families can also be assisted by the Low 

Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) (Johnson, Brad, 2010), and in 2010, a total of $4.5 

billion has been allocated for the programme (ACF, 2010). 

 

Investments in renewable energy 

In 2010, a total of $12.6 billion has been issued for funding science agencies to support advanced 

research and development (Biden, 2009) to live up to the aim of making the US the leader within clean 

technology innovation (White House, 2010a). A goal has been set to double solar, wind, and geothermal 

energy production in three years from 2009 (Biden, 2009), and the Federal Renewable Fuels Standard 

sets a target for biofuels production to grow from 9 billion gallons in 2009 to 36 billion gallons in 2022 

(ibid.). 

In spite of no new construction permits having been issued for US commercial nuclear power plants since 

the 1970s, two nuclear power operators will be allowed to add three to four new reactors through loan 

guaranties by 2011 (ibid.). On 16 February 2010, loan guaranties worth $8.33 billion were issued for two 

new generators in Georgia (White House, 2010c). $10 billion will also be invested in carbon capture and 

storage (CCS) projects that can be used within the electric power industry. By 2015, the target is to have 

five commercial scale power plants that operate with large CSS facilities (Biden, 2009). 

 

Improving energy efficiency 

As part of reducing the dependence on foreign oil, a fuel economy standard has been introduced that 

includes vehicles from model year 2011 and onwards. The standard is at least 35 mpg equivalent to a 40 

per cent increase in energy efficiency (Obama, 2010a). $16 billion has been invested in making the 
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transportation sector cleaner. This includes plug-in hybrids, all-electric vehicles and the necessary 

infrastructure needed to power them as well as new clean fuels. In 2015, the first three electric vehicle 

plants in the US and 30 new battery plants and other electric vehicle manufacturing plants will be opened 

(Biden, 2009). 

On 5 October 2009, Barack Obama issued Executive Order 13514, which requires federal agencies to 

reduce vehicle fleet petroleum use by 30 per cent by 2020 compared to 2008 levels. Thirty-five federal 

agencies are also required to reduce their GHG emissions by 28 per cent by 2020 compared to 2008 

figures (CEQ, 2009). The Federal Government has almost 500,000 buildings, a fleet of vehicles of 

600,000, 1.8 million employees and buys more than $500 billion every year in goods and services (CEQ, 

2009). 

Power outages on the American electricity grid cost the US about $150 billion a year (Biden, 2009), and 

$11 billion has been invested in the so-called Smart Grid to improve efficiency, and the way electricity is 

moved from A to B and (White House, 2010a). 

 

Green appointments 

Whereas President Bush appointed business-friendly people to serve in important executive positions 

within the energy administration, Obama has appointed people that are advocates of fighting climate 

change (Daynes & Sussman, 2010, p. 16). Among the people appointed is EPA administrator Lisa Jackson 

who has made public that several greenhouse gases including carbon dioxide pose a threat to public 

health (Kreindler & Patton, 2009). She is a supporter of reducing GHG emissions and of “environmental 

justice” (Daynes & Sussman, 2010, p. 41). 

Nancy Sutley, who has had environmental issues including energy and water policies as top priorities in 

California, has been appointed Chair of the Council on Environmental Quality. Carol Browner became 

Assistant to the President for Energy and Climate and has previously been known for working to solve 

environmental problems and putting the issue of climate change on President Clinton’s agenda (ibid.). 

Heather Zichal was appointed Deputy Assistant to the President for Energy and Climate Change and has 

been highly involved in creating green jobs, securing climate change legislation and reducing oil 

dependence (ibid.). As senator Ken Salazar worked for passing a renewable energy policy and established 

an environmental crimes unit as Attorney General. He was appointed Secretary of the Interior under 

President Obama. Steven Chu, a Nobel Prize winner, became Secretary of Energy and has been an 

advocate for renewable energy technologies and for securing climate change legislation (Daynes & 

Sussman, 2010, p. 42). 

 

The role of the EPA 

The role of the EPA has been a main concern for many politicians and interest groups on the issue of GHG 

emissions. In 2007, the Supreme Court ruled that the EPA has the right to regulate GHG emissions under 

the Clean Air Act. And in 2009, the EPA released its “endangerment findings” that declared GHGs a threat 

to public health. The ruling officially authorized the EPA to regulate GHG emissions, whether Congress 

passes legislation or not (Tutwiler, 2010). 
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As a result of the Supreme Court ruling Republican Senator Lisa Murkowski put forth a bill that would 

take away the authority to regulate GHG emissions from the EPA. She was supported by influential 

stakeholders such as the US Chamber of Commerce (ibid.), the American Petroleum Institute (Gardner, 

2010a), the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM, 2009), Americans for Tax Reform (Prandoni, 

2010a), the National Taxpayers Union (Sepp, 2010) and the American Chemistry Council (Dooley, 2010). 

However, a 53-47 Senate vote rejected the proposal on 6 June 2010, even though it received support 

from six Democratic Senators (Hulse, 2010). Prior to this, President Obama had threatened to veto the 

bill if passed (Mason & Cowan, 2010). 

As a result, existing emitters over 75,000 tonnes and new emitters over 100,000 tonnes will be regulated 

by the EPA and will have to prove that they apply the best possible technologies to reduce emissions. The 

rule will take effect in July 2011 and will affect about 15,500 sources including coal-fired plants, 

refineries, manufacturers and other large polluters (Bhanoo, 2010). The EPA will, however, never be able 

to put a price on carbon as part of a cap and trade mechanism, as this can only be done through 

legislation (Plumer, 2010). 

It is expected that EPA regulations will be pricier for polluters than a flexible cap and trade system 

(Plumer, 2010), and it has been speculated that Barack Obama can use this as a threat. However, 

contrary to John Kerry’s repeated threats of EPA regulations (Condon, 2010), the American president has 

repeatedly said that he much prefers a compromise in Congress (Broder, 2009b). 

 

International cooperation 

The Major Economies Forum on Energy and Climate (MEF), which was launched on 28 March 2009, 

consists of the world’s major economies (White House, 2009b). The forum was created with the intention 

of creating a new dialogue among developed and emerging economies to combat climate change and 

promote clean energy mainly working towards COP15 in Copenhagen. The members of the MEF agree 

that the average global temperature increase should not exceed two degrees Celsius and works to 

“substantially” reduce global emissions by 2050 (White House, 2009c). 

Apart from the Major Economies Forum the US has strengthened its collaboration with especially China 

(Ten Year Framework on Energy and Environment Cooperation), India (Green Partnership), Mexico and 

Canada (bilateral frameworks) to fight climate change, coordinate clean energy research and 

development and support international climate talks (White House, 2009a; White House, 2009d; White 

House, 2009e). 

However, the international co-operations do not include legally binding agreements, which was one of the 

main goals of the COP15 summit that I will now turn to.  
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1e) COP15 – A failed global attempt 

The COP15 summit in Copenhagen in December 2009 generally proved a big disappointment in the effort 

of reaching a legally binding global agreement to reduce GHG emissions. Since this is one of Obama’s 

declared goals, the outcome is considered relevant to examine. The following paragraphs go through the 

expectations to the COP15, the actual outcome – the Copenhagen Accord – and the reactions this was 

met with by country leaders along with the result of the COP16 summit. 

 

Obama’s diminished expectations 

The Obama administration brought with it proposed reduction targets of 17 per cent by 2020 and 83 per 

cent by 2050 to Copenhagen. But after a meeting on 15 November 2009 between Barack Obama and 

other nation leaders, a legally binding treaty was deemed unlikely. Deputy national security adviser for 

economic affairs, Michael Froman, said: "There was a realistic assessment… by the leaders that it was 

unrealistic to expect a full internationally legally binding agreement to be negotiated between now and 

when Copenhagen starts in 22 days" (Watts, 2009). However, it was still deemed likely to reach a 

“meaningful agreement”, even though the summit was only seen as a “stepping stone to a legally binding 

treaty” (White House, 2009a). 

 

A disappointing outcome 

The COP15 ended in an agreement between the countries of the UN – the so-called Copenhagen Accord. 

The accord recognizes climate change as one of the greatest challenges of our time, which calls for strong 

political action and a maximum global temperature increase of two degrees Celsius (United Nations, 

2009). 

To reach this goal deep cuts in global GHG emissions are necessary through international cooperation. 

However, developing countries are considered more vulnerable, and their economic development and 

poverty eradication are considered overriding priorities. As a result of the Copenhagen Accord, Annex I 

countries of the Kyoto Protocol committed to submit non-binding emission targets for 2020 by 31 January 

2010, and non-annex I countries committed to submit a list of mitigation actions (ibid.). 

Developed countries have also committed to provide new and additional resources approaching $30 

billion for 2010-2012 for the most vulnerable developing countries and subsequently $100 billion dollars a 

year by 2020 to address the needs of developing countries (ibid.). 

 

Modest US reduction targets 

As of 15 July 2010, 138 countries including the US, the EU (27 nations), China and India have associated 

themselves with the Copenhagen Accord making up 86.76 per cent of global emissions (USCAN, 2010). 

On 28 January 2010, the US submitted its official reduction targets. The target for reducing GHG 

emissions was set in the range of 17 per cent compared with 2005 levels by 2020 (Stern, 2009, p. 2), 

which is equivalent to only a 4 per cent reduction compared to 1990 levels (Biello, 2010). 

In comparison the EU set reduction targets of between 20-30 per cent by 2020 based on 1990 levels. The 

30 per cent reduction is a conditional offer that demands that other developed countries commit to 
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comparable emission reductions, and that developing countries contribute adequately to their 

responsibility and capabilities (Jurado & Falkenberg, 2010, p. 2). 

The accord, however, is not a legally binding agreement but considered a “politically binding” agreement. 

This means that associated countries and politicians only risk diplomatic responses, public shaming, 

withholding of discretionary funding etc. if they do not respect it. In this way the accord cannot be 

considered more than a strong high level commitment (Werksman, 2009). 

 

Disappointed world leaders 

A number of world leaders were disappointed at not reaching a legally binding agreement. For instance, 

EU Commission President, Jose Manuel Barroso, said: “I will not hide my disappointment regarding the 

non-binding nature of the agreement here. In that respect the document falls far short of our 

expectations” (BBC, 2009b). 

President Obama took on a more positive approach in his closing remarks at the summit: “Today we've 

[…] made a meaningful and unprecedented breakthrough here in Copenhagen. For the first time in 

history all major economies have come together to accept their responsibility to take action to confront 

the threat of climate change”. However, Obama is aware of the fact that the world’s nations have much 

further to go to ensure a significant reduction in global emissions (Obama, 2009e). 

While the head of China's delegation saw the result as a victory, and UK Prime Minister at the time, 

Gordon Brown, agreed with Obama, the Brazilian delegation called the outcome “very disappointing” and 

French president, Nicolas Sarkozy, urgently called for an international contract (BBC, 2009b). Head of the 

G-77 Group representing the African countries, Lumumba Stanislaus Di-Aping, was extremely critical and 

pessimistic calling the draft text “a suicide pact for Africa” with the intention of maintaining “the economic 

dominance of a few countries” (ibid.). 

 

COP16 

The COP16 summit in Cancún in December 2010 has by many been regarded a success after the 

disappointing outcome of the COP15 summit. However, it did not result in a legally binding global 

agreement either, and it remains unclear where the $100 billion a year for developing nations should 

come from. The most important outcome of the summit is that the 190 nations involved have been given 

one more year to decide if the Kyoto Protocol should be extended (Broder, 2010c).  
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1f) Summary 

Obama has made creating a new energy economy one of his top priorities in the effort of securing climate 

change legislation, obtaining energy independence and national security and increasing competitiveness, 

boosting the economy and creating jobs. The transition is supported by environmental groups The Sierra 

Club, Greenpeace and WWF and the growing clean energy sector. Twenty-three states, with California in 

the lead, have acted proactively and have already set their own reduction targets. 

It is estimated that CO2 emissions in the US will increase by 8.7 per cent by 2035 if no new energy 

legislation is introduced. The IPCC recommends that industrialized countries reduce their GHG emissions 

by 40 per cent by 2020 compared to 1990 levels, but the US has promised reduction targets that are 

equivalent to only a 4 per cent reduction. However, based on its promises the US will live up to IPCC 

recommendations of an 80 per cent reduction in 2050. 

The Recovery Act stands as Obama’s most important step so far towards achieving this goal. A total of 

$80 billion has been set aside specifically for clean energy programmes, and investments are expected to 

reach $150 billion by 2012 with the creation of 700,000 clean energy jobs. Investments have been made 

in renewable energy including new nuclear reactors and CCS technologies. Energy from solar, wind and 

geothermal is targeted be doubled from 2009 to 2012. Investments have also been made for biofuels, 

hybrid and electric vehicles and for modernizing the electricity grid. In addition to this, a fuel economy 

standard for cars will be introduced, federal agencies are required to reduce GHG emissions, and 

investments have been made to make the transportation sector cleaner. 

The US is working with a number of the world’s leading economies, including China, India and members 

of the MEF, to fight global climate change but these collaborations do not represent legally binding 

treaties. This is also the case for the outcomes of both the COP15 and COP16 summits. 

The Waxman-Markey bill represents the most successful climate change bill so far, since it has passed 

the House. This bill and the Kerry-Lieberman bill both set ambitious reductions targets, have economy-

wide approaches, include cap and trade mechanisms and have budgets worth tens of billions of dollars. 

A cap and trade system, such as the ones introduced by the two bills, is a cornerstone in Obama’s new 

energy policy, and his 2009 budget plan includes almost $80 billion in revenues by 2012 from the sale of 

permits. The system is supported by environmental groups as well as the Pew Center on Global Climate 

Change, BELC and USCAP. 

The EPA now requires large emitters to keep track of their GHG emissions, and the Supreme Court has 

ruled that the EPA has the right to regulate GHG emissions under the Clean Air Act whether Congress 

passes legislation or not. Senator Murkowski failed to prevent this, even though she had the support of 

influential pressure groups and politicians. 

There are still limits to the authority of the EPA, as the agency cannot put a price on carbon dioxide, but 

Obama can use EPA regulations as a political threat, as it will be pricier than a cap and trade system. 

However, the president has stated that he prefers a political compromise. The previously mentioned bills, 

which are supported by Obama, also both remove EPA regulations. 
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In addition, Obama has issued climate related executive orders and has also appointed a number of 

people to key posts, who have fighting climate change among their main priorities. However, what 

Obama has achieved so far falls short of his initial ambitions. The overall goal is a transition to a clean 

energy economy through an economy-wide approach that includes a cap and trade mechanism. The 

funding from the Recovery Act, the investments in clean energy, the executive orders and the political 

appointments only constitute the beginning of this transition. But many obstacles stand in the way of 

Obama moving beyond this point.  
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2) THE OBSTACLES 

No part of the US will avoid being affected by a comprehensive energy bill. Utilities, manufacturers, 

businesses and the average American share many of the same concerns including the fear of price 

increases. Thus, powerful stakeholders have enormous interests in keeping to the status quo and 

avoiding a transition of the American energy sector. I will now be examining the obstacles that these 

stakeholders constitute and give an analysis of the political climate. 
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2a) A powerful lobby against legislation 

More lobbyists than ever before work to influence the standpoints of policy makers, and influential lobby 

groups against climate change legislation employ a substantial number of them. The following paragraphs 

examine the magnitude of these groups opposed to climate change legislation. 

According to the Center for Public Integrity more than 1,150 companies and advocacy groups hired an 

estimated 2,810 lobbyists on climate change after the Waxman-Markey bill passed the House. This is the 

equivalent of five lobbyists for every member of Congress or an increase of more than 400 per cent 

compared to 2003, when Congress was discussing the first major climate change legislation (Lavalle, 

2009d). 

Manufacturers, power utilities and the oil and gas industries dominate within the field of climate change 

lobbyism and employ around half of the total number of lobbyists (Lavalle, 2009c). Companies include 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Edison Electric Institute, Southern Company, American Electric Power, 

Duke Energy, ConocoPhillips, Chevron Corp, Royal Dutch Shell, Exxon Mobil, Koch Industries, American 

Petroleum Institute and BP (Open Secrets, 2010a & 2010b).  

According to Open Secrets (2009a), which retrieves its data from the Senate Office of Public Records, the 

energy industry spent almost $420 million on lobbying activities in 2009. By 26 July 2010, the amount 

had passed $242 million, and approximately 130 businesses and interest groups spent more than $23.5 

million solely on climate lobbyism in 2008 (Lavalle, 2009a). 

In addition to this, the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity, which consists of 48 mining, rail, 

manufacturing and power utilities, has an annual lobbying budget of more than $45 million (Lavalle, 

2009b). The oil and coal industry spent $76.1 million on advertising from 1 January to 27 April 2009, 

whereas environmental groups led by Al Gore's Alliance for Climate Protection, the Environmental 

Defence Fund and the Sierra Club spent only $28.6 million during the same period (Goldenberg, 2009). 

All in all, the campaign against climate change legislation amounts to hundreds of millions of dollars and 

involves industry front groups, lobbying firms, television, print and radio advertising and donations to 

members of Congress (ibid.). The US Chamber of Commerce and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

are the official top spenders within lobbying and have together spent $88 million until 26 July 2010 (Open 

Secrets, 2010c). Top spender in 2009, the US Chamber of Commerce, spent over $144 million, whereas 

for instance Exxon Mobil spent only $27 million in comparison (Open Secrets, 2009b). 

 

Koch billionaires against legislation 

Charles and David Koch are the owners of Koch Industries, Inc., which has an estimated annual revenue 

of $100 billion. The brothers themselves have a combined fortune of $35 billion, exceeded only by Bill 

Gates and Warren Buffett (Mayer, 2010, p. 1). 

According to The New Yorker the Kochs believe in “drastically lower personal and corporate taxes, 

minimal social services for the needy, and much less oversight of industry—especially environmental 

regulation”. On top of this, Koch Industries has been called one of the top ten air polluters in the US and 

a “kingpin of climate science denial”. The company has funded organizations that fight climate change 

legislation and have fought the Obama administration on a number of issues (ibid.). 
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The founder of the Center for Public Integrity, Charles Lewis, underlines the influence of the Kochs: 

“There’s no one else who has spent this much money. The sheer dimension of it is what sets them apart. 

They have a pattern of lawbreaking, political manipulation, and obfuscation” (ibid.). All in all, the Kochs 

have spent hundreds of millions of dollars since 1998 on lobbying, political campaigns, groups and 

organizations (Mayer, 2010, p. 5). They have denied that human activity causes global warming, and 

David Koch is quoted for saying that even if it does, it would be beneficial, as it would give longer 

growing seasons in the Northern Hemisphere (Mayer, 2010, p. 6). 

In 2008, the three main Koch family foundations gave money to 34 political and policy organizations as 

well as to political campaigns, advocacy groups and lobbyists. Between 1998 and 2008 public tax records 

show that the Koch family’s foundations spent more than $250 million on lobbying. And since 2006, Koch 

Industries has surpassed the energy companies in political contributions (Mayer, 2010, p. 5). 

Influential players like the Kochs are also campaigning to put grassroots pressure on Congress. The 

professionalism of the grassroots movements such as Americans for Prosperity and the Hot Air Tour 

against global warming alarmism, the loss of jobs, higher taxes and less freedom has led to the term 

‘astroturf lobbying’ (Lavalle, 2009d). 

After having assessed the strength of the interest groups opposed to climate change legislation, I will 

now be turning to their standpoints on key issues.  
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2b) Influential interest groups 

The bills proposed in Congress have met tough resistance from powerful interest groups representing the 

industries, manufacturers, energy utilities and workers among others. I will now be going through the 

criticism of the Waxman-Markey and the Kerry-Lieberman bills, which are relevant to examine, as the 

bills represent the most ambitious and successful climate change bills supported by Obama. 

 

Impact on the economy  

The industries have for long expressed their concern that climate change legislation will damage the US 

economy, hurt global competitiveness and result in the loss of jobs. The Institute for Energy Research 

(IER, 2010) claims that the Kerry-Lieberman bill will result in as many as 522,000 jobs being lost by 

2015 and 5.1 million by 2050 while costing the entire US economy $125 billion. 

Jay Timmons, Executive Vice President for the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM, n.d.), which 

consists of 11,000 manufacturers and employs 12 million workers, said in May 2010 about the bill that: 

"[W]e remain concerned that the legislation could impose additional burdens on manufacturers that will 

raise energy prices and ultimately hurt our global competitiveness" (Gardner, 2010b).  

Thomas J. Gibson, president of the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI, n.d.), which represents 75 

per cent of North Americas steel capacity, adds that the Kerry-Lieberman bill does not protect the US 

steel industry sufficiently. This has raised the concern that manufacturing will have to move to countries 

with less stringent environmental regulations (Robertson, 2010). 

The US Chamber of Commerce (n.d.), which represents more than three million businesses, is also 

concerned that businesses will be forced to move elsewhere meaning that jobs as well as global 

competitiveness will be lost without access to affordable and reliable supplies of energy (US Chamber of 

Commerce, 2010b). In addition, legislation could severely damage the security and economy of the US 

(US Chamber of Commerce, 2010d). 

The American Petroleum Institute (API, n.d.) and its 400 members, including the major oil companies, 

also support this, as the increase in prices would lead to the loss of jobs (API, 2009b). The IER (2009c) 

claims that the Waxman-Markey bill will completely alter the US economy, and that it is the “most 

repressive package of new taxes, wealth transfers and obstacles to economic activity that a Congress has 

ever assembled” (1). Overall the bill is seen as full of inefficient projects, regulations and transfers 

working top‐down blocking the way for “serious legislation” (IER, 2009b, p. 2). 

 

Regulations and taxes 

Especially the US Chamber of Commerce (2010a) has argued that it is necessary to “seriously address” 

the existing regulations, newly mandated regulations and proposed regulations. Contrary to this, it is 

argued that the Waxman-Markey bill, which is comparable to the Kerry-Lieberman bill, will create almost 

1,500 new regulations and mandates costing more than a trillion dollars. 

The IER (2010) states that the bottom 80 per cent of Americans will be hit the hardest. Households that 

are over the age of 75 will bear the largest burden at 2.3 per cent of added taxes of the total income, 

followed by households aged 65-74 and under the age of 25 at 2.1 per cent as a result of the Kerry-
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Lieberman bill. It is also claimed that the bill will add a new tax of $1 billion annually on electricity 

produced by coal and natural gas power utilities (IER, 2009c, p. 1). 

Several manufacturers also see the proposed energy bills as added taxes. Thomas A. Danjczek, president 

of the Steel Manufacturers Association, has said that the Kerry-Lieberman bill “amounts not to a power 

generation bill but to a tax generation effort” calling it a “cap-and-tax” approach (Robertson, 2010). 

This is backed by Americans for Tax Reform (ATR, n.d.), which has had 172 Representatives and 34 

Senators in the 111th Congress sign a pledge never to raise income taxes. The organization calls the bill 

“an attempt by the Obama Administration to put a stranglehold on the economy by unnecessarily 

inflating the price of energy and taxing American families” (Prandoni, 2010b). 

 

Border tariffs 

Introducing border tariffs as a measure to maintain American global competitiveness has been vigorously 

discussed and the industries do not agree on the matter either.  

President of AISI, Thomas J. Gibson, has supported the border measures put forward in the Waxman-

Markey bill, even though he still calls it insufficient (Robertson, 2010). This is backed by Leo Gerard, 

International President of the United Steelworkers (Gardner, 2010b), and the cement industry wants a 

fee applied on imports from countries that do not take part in an international agreement (Gardner, 

2010a). However, the US Chamber of Commerce (2010e) fears that imposing border tariffs would lead to 

retaliation from global trading partners. 

 

Cap and trade 

A report from the IER (2009a) states that a cap and trade mechanism is intended to increase the price of 

oil, coal and natural gas by 85 per cent to force consumers to switch to other but more expensive forms 

of energy. This would make the industries move away from the US, which again means jobs lost. Other 

arguments against a cap and trade scheme are that it has proved not to work to reduce GHG emissions 

in Europe, and that it will harm the poorest the most. 

The mechanism is also expected to harm US energy security as oil from Canadian sands and from US oil 

shale will become more expensive making import from the Middle East more lucrative (ibid.). The 

National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC, 2010) adds that a cap and trade approach is a 

“devastating national energy tax”. 

The public advocacy group Americans for Prosperity was founded by David Koch in 2004 (Mayer, 2010, p. 

1) and claims to have more than one million activists in all 50 states (Americans for Prosperity, 2010a). 

The group has held more than 80 events against international climate negotiations and cap and trade 

legislation in general (Mayer, 2010, p. 9), which is deemed a “scam” that needs to be stopped before it 

“permanently wrecks our nation's economy” (Americans for Prosperity, 2010b).  

Americans for Prosperity is against a cap and trade system as it would result in “costly new regulations 

that would increase unemployment, raise consumer prices, and weaken the nation's global 

competitiveness with virtually no impact on global temperatures” (Davis, 2010, p. 1). The IER (2009a) 

also warns that a domestic mechanism will only result in marginal impacts on the climate as China, India 
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and Russia are continuing their rapid growth in GHG emissions. The argument is that global GHG 

emissions are driven by developing economies making a US programme ineffective. In addition the costs 

would rise dramatically and cause great economic harm (IER, 2009a). 

The National Conference of State Legislature (NCSL, 2010b) is a bipartisan organization that serves the 

nations legislators and staffs with research and technical assistance. The NCSL consider auctioning of 

allowances the most economically efficient mechanism and allocating them should be subject to state 

approval. A cap and trade system should also direct revenues to policies focused on mitigating climate 

change and reducing consumer costs (NCSL, 2010a). 

 

Energy sources 

Half of the amount of electrical power produced in the US comes from the burning of coal. Thus, a cap 

and trade system is fiercely opposed by the coal utilities, since it would include spending billions of 

dollars on emission permits. Instead of a cap and trade system, the American Coalition for Clean Coal 

Electricity is promoting burning coal, capturing emissions and storing them underground (Broder & 

Mouawad, 2009). 

As putting taxes on electricity would make the price of electricity rise, the burning of coal is supported 

throughout the industries, hence, the Business Roundtable (n.d.), an association of chief US companies 

with an annual revenue of $6 trillion and 12 million employees, wants to keep coal a feasible option to 

generate electric power (Business Roundtable, 2009b). Clean coal technologies are also welcomed, and 

the US Chamber of Commerce (2010c) wishes to make the US "the Saudi Arabia of clean coal" by 

developing new technologies. 

The Business Roundtable (2009a) has criticized the Waxman-Markey bill for ignoring the role that nuclear 

energy should play in reducing GHG emissions. The US Chamber of Commerce (2010b) and the NRCC 

(2010) have followed suit saying that a significant expansion of emissions-free nuclear energy is 

essential. 

The National Governors Association (NGA, 2010a) describes itself as the “collective voice” of the nation’s 

governors and assists these governors and their staff members on key federal issues. The NGA calls for 

the US to invest in research and development of new, alternative and cleaner energy sources along with 

energy efficiency to reduce costs for consumers. States should also be part of any relevant political 

discussions and implementation of any programme (NGA, 2010b). 

 

Oil and gas exploration 

After the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico the rhetoric of the industries and power utilities on oil and natural 

gas exploration took a more environmentally friendly turn. The US Chamber of Commerce (2010c), for 

instance, wants to commit to increased “environmentally responsible” onshore and offshore oil and gas 

exploration. However, the standpoint of expanding exploration remains the same. 

The API is against the Waxman-Markey bill, as it would discourage domestic exploration and lead to 

higher oil prices (Broder & Mouawad, 2009). Instead the institute wants to provide access to all domestic 

energy sources (Cavaney, 2008). Also, the IER (2009c) criticizes the Waxman-Markey bill for not 
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including provisions that increase the supply of energy without increasing prices or provisions that open 

up for oil and natural gas exploration (p. 2). 

The Business Roundtable (n.d.) too claims that the bill ignores the role that oil and natural gas has to 

play in the future of American energy consumption (Business Roundtable, 2009a). The business group 

claims that alternative energy sources cannot be scaled up quickly enough to replace oil, natural gas or 

coal in the foreseeable future (Business Roundtable, 2009b). 

The NAM (2008) wants to expand the production and use of reliable, affordable and diverse domestic 

energy supplies. This is supported by the NRCC (2010) that wants an “all of the above” energy plan 

including the expansion of domestic oil drilling. The US Chamber of Commerce wants to expand domestic 

oil and gas exploration and production immediately (Institute for 21st Century Energy, 2008, p. 6), and 

Americans for Prosperity also supports continuing to explore proven energy sources to reduce the 

dependence on foreign energy sources from unstable countries. Regulatory barriers should be reduced on 

all other forms of energy creation with the aim of lowering prices and creating competition and jobs 

(Davis, 2010, p. 2). 

The standpoints and concerns of the interest groups are to a certain extent supported by the public, 

which I will now analyse.  
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2c) The lack of public support 

Barack Obama’s approval rating is at an all time low. In addition to this, the public disagrees with the 

president on a number of key issues. 

 

Public approval at all time low 

Gallup continually assess the president’s overall job approval rating. From the middle of November 2009 

until the end of October 2010, Obama’s approval rating has been 52 per cent at its highest and 41 per 

cent at its lowest. The overall trend is that his approval rating has been declining (Gallup, 2010d). At the 

end of October 2010, 46 per cent approved while 48 per cent disapproved of Obama’s handling of the 

presidency (ibid.). The sharp decline becomes evident, when it is taken into consideration that 67 per 

cent approved, and only 13 per cent disapproved after the inauguration in January 2009 (Gallup, 2010c). 

In November 2008, nearly two-thirds of Americans believed that Obama would change the country for 

the better, and 75 per cent had a favourable view of him making him the most popular president-elect for 

at least 25 years (Steinhauser, 2008). However, in September 2010, a total of 56 per cent of likely 

voters believed that he had fallen short of their expectations (Silverleib, 2010). The distrust in Obama 

specifically and in Democrats in general showed at the midterm elections as the Democratic Party lost 

seven seats in the Senate. The 52 seats left has made a supermajority on climate change legislation even 

more difficult to achieve (CNN, 2010a). In the House, the Republican Party gained a total of 64 seats and 

secured itself the majority (CNN, 2010b). 

A Gallup survey conducted from 27 July to 1 August 2010 showed that 47 per cent approved of Barack 

Obama’s handling of the country’s energy policy while 42 per cent disapproved. On the issue of the 

environment these numbers are 43 per cent and 51 per cent respectively (Jones, 2010). 

 

Distrust of scientific evidence 

The American public’s belief in climate scientists dropped after the so-called ‘Climategate’ scandal broke. 

It raised questions about the reliability of climate science and stated claims of falsification. A survey 

conducted by Rasmussen Reports (2010c) on 14-15 April 2010 showed that 59 per cent said that it is “at 

least somewhat likely that some scientists have falsified research data to support their own theories and 

beliefs about global warming.” A total of 57 per cent still regard global warming as a serious issue, but it 

represents a drop after the scandal broke out (Rasmussen Reports, 2010e). 

Despite the fact that the vast majority of scientists agree that human activity is behind global warming, a 

staggering 45 per cent say global warming is primarily caused by long-term planetary trends, and only 

34 per cent agree with the scientists (ibid.). Republican voters are more than twice as likely as 

Democratic voters to believe that long-term planetary trends are the primary reason for global warming 

(Rasmussen Reports, 2010a). 

In April 2010, 55 per cent said that the president blames human activity for causing global warming. It is 

worth mentioning that 15 per cent thought that Obama believes it is due to long-term planetary trends 

(Rasmussen Reports, 2010c). 
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Competition from other issues 

A Rasmussen Reports (2010e) survey from 22-23 July 2010 shows that 39 per cent of voters do not see 

global warming as a serious problem, whereas 59 per cent do see it as a serious problem. A total of 48 

per cent think that the description of global warming in the news is exaggerated (Gallup, 2010a, p. 3). 

In March 2010, 50 per cent said that global warming has already begun, but 19 per cent claimed that it 

will never happen (ibid.), and 67 per cent believe that global warming will not pose a serious threat to 

themselves within their lifetime (Newport, 2010). 

In April 2010, 43 per cent said that we should wait a few years to see if global warming is real before 

making major changes (Rasmussen Reports, 2010c). In July 2010, 40 per cent of voters believed that 

there is a conflict between economic growth and environmental protection (Rasmussen Reports, 2010e). 

A Gallup (2010a, p. 1) survey from May 2010 showed that 43 per cent think that economic growth should 

be given priority over the environment. However, a survey from Rasmussen Reports (2010c) said that 71 

per cent regard stimulating the economy to create more jobs as a bigger priority than stopping global 

warming. 

Figures from Pew Research Center (2010b) say that only 32 per cent believe that it is very important for 

Congress to act on climate change. These numbers are 81 per cent for acting on the job situation, 67 per 

cent for the country’s energy needs, 59 per cent for immigration policy and 54 per cent for financial 

regulation. 

 

Invest and expand 

A total of 78 per cent favour increasing federal funding for research on wind, solar and hydrogen 

technology (Pew Research Center, 2010a). Eighty-seven per cent favour energy legislation to require 

energy utilities to produce more energy from wind, solar or other renewable sources. Seventy-eight per 

cent favour tougher efficiency standards for buildings and major appliances (Pew Research Center, 

2010c), and 70 per cent having mandatory controls for businesses (Gallup, 2010a, p. 3). 

Sixty-one per cent of American voters regard finding new sources of energy more important now than 

reducing the amount of energy Americans consume (Rasmussen Reports, 2010d). However, 63 per cent 

see renewable energy sources such as solar or wind power as a better long-term investment than fossil 

fuels (Rasmussen Reports, 2010d). In March 2010, 62 per cent would strongly or somewhat favour 

expanding nuclear energy (Gallup, 2010b). Despite the Deepwater Horizon oil spill 56 per cent of voters 

think offshore oil drilling should be allowed, and 47 per cent favour deepwater drilling as well (Rasmussen 

Reports, 2010e). 

The lack of support from the public is directly linked with the difficult political climate that Obama has 

found himself in is, which I will now assess.  
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2d) A cold political climate 

Obama may have securing climate change legislation as one of his top priorities, but since politics is 

about just that – priorities – many other political issues and circumstances have affected the way that 

climate change legislation has been approached. I will now be going through a number of these issues 

and circumstances to examine their impact on Obama’s failure to secure legislation. 

 

An unlikely Senate supermajority 

It has been suggested that if Obama came to Copenhagen with climate legislation in place in Congress, 

he could have left with an international legally binding treaty (Samuelsohn, 2009). But the disappointing 

outcome of the COP15 summit is evidence that President Obama needs to build domestic support before 

the country can enter into an international agreement (Adam, 2009). Had President Obama returned to 

Washington with a treaty, he would have been in the same situation as Bill Clinton in 1997, where the 

Kyoto Protocol was never even introduced in the Senate, as the opposition was simply too strong (ibid.). 

The main reason that the Senate was reluctant to ratify the Kyoto Protocol was that it did not include 

binding GHG reduction targets for developing countries such as China and India (Broder, 2009b). So 

despite the disappointing outcome of the summit in Copenhagen, Obama can still claim to have won a 

small victory, as China and India both agreed to report its GHG emissions under international supervision 

(Goldenberg, Helm & Vidal, 2009). However, as previously shown in this dissertation, there is strong 

pressure from many influential groups that the large developing nations enter into an international 

agreement before the US commits to doing so. 

The American constitution demands a two-thirds majority in the Senate to ratify an international 

agreement such as an agreement to reduce GHG emissions (Adam, 2009). But before the midterm 

elections on 2 November 2010, the Democrats only had 57 out of the 100 in the Senate. The Republicans 

held 41 seats and the last to two belonged to Independent senators Joseph Lieberman and Bernard 

Sanders (US Senate, 2010). As dealt with earlier in this dissertation, Lieberman has put forward the 

Kerry-Lieberman Act to reduce carbon emissions and is therefore in support of climate change legislation, 

which is also the case for Bernard Sanders (Montopoli, 2010). 

But even with the support of Lieberman and Sanders, as well as full support from Barack Obama’s own 

party, support from at least one Republican Senator was still needed to reach supermajority. However, as 

I will show in the following paragraphs, this scenario was more than unlikely due to disagreements on a 

number of major political issues. 

 

Hot issues and the partisan divide 

Barack Obama has tried to position himself outside the traditional divide between Republicans and 

Democrats with the aim of bridging barriers of ideology and party. Speaking about the economic crisis 

Barack Obama has for instance said: "This is not a Republican problem or a Democratic problem at this 

stage. This is an American problem" (Liasson, 2009). 

However, his efforts of bridging the divide have fallen short since the two parties show no sign of 

cooperation. All 176 House Republicans of the 111th Congress voted against the Recovery Act in the 

beginning of 2009 as did every Republican in the Senate except for three moderates (BBC, 2009a). As a 
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consequence Obama met harsh criticism from Republicans following the passing of the economic stimulus 

bill. 

As an example House Republican leader John Boehner said after the vote: "The bill that was about jobs, 

jobs, jobs has turned into a bill that's about spending, spending, spending" (MSNBC, 2009). Republican 

Senate minority leader Mitch McConnell added: "This isn't Monopoly money. It's real. It adds up, and it 

has to be paid back, by our children and by their children” (BBC, 2009a). 

But the criticism has also continued long after the votes were cast. In August 2010, Republican senators 

John McCain and Tom Coburn released the ‘Summertime Blues' report with one hundred examples of 

misguided or wasteful spending on Recovery Act projects (Cohen, 2010). 

Obama won another big victory when the health care reform was passed in March of 2010. But getting 

the health care reform passed meant that it took several months after Copenhagen, until the focus could 

be shifted back to climate change legislation (Freed & Bennett, 2010). Also, the reform was again passed 

solely on Democratic votes as there were enough Democratic seats in the Senate at this time to secure a 

supermajority (Kane & Murray). 

Thus, the win on health care came with a price as the Republican Party was unanimously opposed. After 

Obama had signed the bill, Senator John McCain said: “There will be no cooperation for the rest of this 

year.” Republican strategist Scott Reed added: "I think Republicans are going to be very wary of reaching 

across the aisle and working with the Democrats now that they've taken this scorched-earth policy on 

healthcare… I think it's both climate change and immigration that are the first two on the block" (Cowan, 

2010). These quotes clearly show the difficulties that Obama faces in passing a comprehensive energy 

bill. 

The financial crisis has hit the US hard as well and has put additional pressure on Obama. In October 

2010, the unemployment rate was at 9.6 per cent or the equivalent of 14.8 million people unemployed 

(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010). This is to be seen in the context that the US GDP has increased since 

Obama’s inauguration and increased by two per cent in the third quarter of 2010 (Bureau of Economic 

Analysis, 2010). 

Other issues have affected passing climate change legislation and immigration policy has had direct 

influence on a specific energy bill. Up until 26 April 2010, John Kerry and Joseph Lieberman were part of 

a tri-partisan project that also included republican senator Lindsay Graham. Graham, however, decided to 

back out when Democrats led by Majority Leader Harry Reid wanted to advance immigration policy 

(McGowan, 2010). 

Graham was of the opinion that the Senate would be more interested in immigration policy than climate 

change and not capable of dealing with more than one issue at a time (eNewsUSA, 2010a). This was a 

blow for climate legislation, as the bill with Graham’s support could more easily have gained support from 

Republican Senators Susan Collins and Olympia Snowe of Maine, Judd Gregg of New Hampshire, Scott 

Brown of Massachusetts and George LeMieux of Florida (McGowan, 2010). 

The BP oil spill has influenced the political agenda too. As the spill in the Gulf of Mexico has been 

intensively covered by the media, it has subsequently received much attention from the public and 
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politicians. It has been argued that the disaster has resulted in a very high support of a comprehensive 

clean energy bill: “The oil spill is intensifying the public’s desire for clean energy investments and 

increased regulation on corporate polluters” (Allen, 2010). 

However, Dan Lashof, director the Natural Resources Defense Council Climate Center, expects difficulties 

in addressing all environmental issues as a result of the spill. He doubts that a bill that passes the Senate 

will be able to respond to tightening drilling regulations and to end the addiction to oil and move the US 

towards a clean energy economy (Broder, 2010b). Other analysts expect that the oil spill, along with 

other hot political topics, will take attention away from the climate change issue, making it impossible to 

get a bill passed in the near future (Condon, 2010). 

 

State politics more important for senators 

In December 2009, at least a dozen Democratic Senators stated that they would not support a bill that 

threatens industries or jobs (Broder 2009b). Nine of these sent a letter to President Obama prior to his 

departure for Copenhagen issuing a number of demands to be met before they would give their support. 

The senators, who are mainly from industrial states dependent on coal for energy production, demand 

that industrialized nations and developing nations must be kept to stringent limits on GHG emissions. 

Tough verification mechanisms are also necessary, and trade penalties must be implied on those nations 

that do not live up to the targets set. In addition to this, any treaty or bill must protect American jobs 

and support low-cost solutions to reduce emissions (Broder, 2009a). 

Setting a binding reduction target for developing countries is also a cornerstone in Republican climate 

politics, and many Democrats too fear losing competitiveness to the fast growing Chinese and Indian 

economies. Hence, many members of the US Senate depend on the support from the energy industry, 

especially those from Midwest manufacturing states (Monbiot, 2009 & Goldenberg et. al., 2009).  

The Republicans are also unlikely to support a bill that includes a mandatory cap and trade mechanism 

(Broder 2009a). The Waxman-Markey Act has been called a national energy tax and a jobs killer by 

Republicans, who have said that the bill would be passed on to the American worker through higher 

prices for electricity and fuel (Daly, 2010). Also, the price increases are thought to make manufacturers 

move factories and facilities overseas (Tutwiler, 2010). 

It has been argued that setting a fixed deadline for passing a climate bill before the midterm elections 

was never a good idea as other priorities and election-year dynamics would have made it hard for Obama 

to get the necessary support from Republicans and moderate Democrats (Samuelsohn, 2009). The 

midterm elections were a matter of survival for many Democratic senators (Baker & Herszenhorn, 2010) 

meaning that some were likely to break ranks (Lehmann, 2010). 

 

Pressure from the right: The Tea Party Movement 

The Tea Part Movement is a conservative, anti-Obama grassroots group that was founded in early 2009 

through a series of locally and nationally coordinated protests. It has no central leadership but consists of 

smaller groups that are loosely affiliated (NY Times, 2010). Politically, the movement has become a 

decisive factor in some states. 
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Tea Party supporters are extremely critical of Washington and of the president in particular. They share a 

deep pessimism about the direction of the country, the policies of the Obama administration and see the 

government helping the poor rather than the middle class or the rich (ibid.). The protesters have rallied 

against the Recovery Act, worked to block the health care reform and have vowed to block any 

Democratic climate bill (ibid.). Fifty-one per cent of Tea Party supporters believe that climate change will 

not have a serious impact at all (Nelson, 2010). Eighteen per cent of Americans, who are mainly 

Republican, white, male, married and older than 45, identify themselves with the movement (NY Times, 

2010). 

Tea Partiers are in general considered more conservative than Republicans. As a result Republican 

politicians not considered conservative enough risk losing support from the group. Surveys have shown 

that they consider themselves as “very conservative” and Obama as “very liberal”, and whereas most 

Republicans are “dissatisfied” with Congress, Tea Partiers are more likely to be “angry” (ibid.). The Fox 

News Channel, with an average of 2.3 million viewers during primetime every night (Ibarra, 2009), has 

also been criticized for being biased in their coverage of the Tea Party Movement and in encouraging 

people to participate in their protests (MediaMatters, 2009). 

 

Losing support from the left 

To find the 60 votes in the Senate, Obama needs to find a compromise on the issues of oil, offshore 

drilling, EPA regulations, coal, cap and trade, natural gas, renewable energy, border tariffs and other 

issues. However, in doing so, Obama faces the risk of losing support from the left wing of the Democratic 

Party (Gardner, 2010a). 

For instance, the left flank of the Democratic Party has threatened only to support a climate bill with 

some sort of carbon price mechanism (Shroder, 2010). This is especially the case in states that produce 

or use natural gas for electricity generation or those that want to promote renewable energy sources. 

However, it is opposed in coal dependent states. The issue of imposing a border tariff tells a similar story 

between those states fearing to lose competitiveness and those fearing to spark a trade war with India 

and China (Gardner, 2010a). 

Another controversial issue is offshore oil drilling. Drilling incentives could gain the support from the oil 

industry and Republicans but could be opposed by many Democrats (ibid.). In addition to this, the Sierra 

Club has warned that it will fight legislation if too many concessions are given to the industries. This 

includes “the dramatic giveaways” that offshore oil drilling represents, nuclear power provisions and clean 

coal projects (Geman, 2010).  
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2e) Summary 

The following paragraphs give a summary of the obstacles Obama is facing as demonstrated throughout 

this chapter. 

 

Powerful obstructers 

More lobbyist than ever before lobby climate change legislation. The 2,810 climate change lobbyists that 

roam the corridors of Congress are especially employed by the manufacturers and the oil and gas 

industries. The energy industry spent almost $420 million on lobbying activities in 2009 and within the 

first seven months of 2010, $242 million had been spent. The US Chamber of Commerce and the Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company together spent $88 million of this amount. 

To give an idea of the scale between those opposed and the supporters of climate change legislation, the 

oil and coal industry spent three times as much on advertising as environmental groups Alliance for 

Climate Protection, the Environmental Defence Fund and the Sierra Club altogether in 2009. Climate 

change deniers and billionaires Charles and David Koch also vigorously fight any climate change bill and 

have given over $250 million to lobby against it between 1998 and 2008. 

Influential interest groups like the IER, the NAM, AISI, the NRCC, the US Chamber of Commerce, the API, 

the Steel Manufacturers Association, the ATR, Americans for Prosperity, the Business Roundtable, Koch 

Industries too advocate against a new energy bill. The NCSL and the NGA recommend introducing the 

most cost effective solutions for consumers, and states should be given a key role. 

The Tea Party Movement has put pressure on Obama from a grassroots level. Supporters are fiercely 

opposed to the Recovery Act, any climate bill and Barack Obama in general, and the movement receives 

intensive coverage from the Fox News Network. 

 

The lack of public support  

Among the general public, Barack Obama does not receive much support either. His job approval rating 

has dropped significantly since his inauguration from 67 per cent to 42 per cent. Among Republicans this 

figure is just 12 per cent. In addition 42 per cent of American voters disapprove of Obama’s handling of 

the country’s energy policy, and more than half think that he has fallen short of their expectations. As a 

result, the Democratic Party lost seven seats in the Senate and saw Republicans win House majority after 

midterm elections. 

Among Americans, 59 per cent distrust climate scientists, and 39 per cent are not concerned about global 

warming, while 55 per cent say that global warming is primarily due to planetary trends. Sixty-seven per 

cent say that global warming will not pose a serious threat to them in their lifetime, and 48 per cent think 

that the news coverage is exaggerated. 

Other issues are also deemed more important among Americans. A survey shows that 71 per cent think 

that stimulating the economy is more important than stopping global warming, and 40 per cent believe 

that there is a conflict between economic growth and environmental protection. Only 32 per cent regard 

it as very important to act on global warming, while this figure is 81 per cent for the job situation and 67 

per cent for the country’s energy needs. 
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The role of developing nations 

To successfully address global climate change, an international politically binding agreement needs to be 

agreed upon, but Obama needs to find domestic support first. Overall there is concern among the 

industries, the utilities and worker unions for losing global competitiveness and jobs due to climate 

legislation. As a result they demand that developing countries enter into a legally binding global 

agreement before the US commits to doing so. This is backed by several senators. 

The industries and utilities disagree whether a trade tariff on goods imported from countries that do not 

have targets for reducing GHG emissions should be introduced. Obama has been quoted for being 

opposed to such tariffs, however, he supports the Waxman-Markey and Kerry-Lieberman bills, which 

include such a measure and at least a dozen Democratic senators have urged Obama to include it. 

 

Opposition to proposed bills and cap and trade 

The Waxman-Markey and the Kerry-Lieberman bills have been met with strong criticism. The IER claims 

that the Kerry-Lieberman bill will result in over five million jobs lost by 2050 and that low-income families 

will be hit the hardest. The Waxman-Markey bill will also harm the US economy and is considered the 

most repressive tax package ever assembled with over 1,500 new regulations and mandates. 

Many influential interest groups consider cap and trade a tax as it will cause prices of oil, coal and natural 

gas to increase. It would also force the industries out of the US meaning loss of global competitiveness 

and loss of jobs. Many Senate members, especially Republicans, depend on support from the energy 

industry and are for that reason reluctant to back cap and trade. 

 

Expansion of energy supply 

The NGA recommends investing in clean energy, and 78 per cent of Americans favour investing in new 

energy technologies, while 62 per cent support increased use of nuclear power. In general, 61 per cent of 

American voters regard finding new sources of energy as more important than reducing the amount of 

energy Americans consume. 

The industries support coal as a source for energy and investments in new clean coal technologies. 

Nuclear power production should be increased and exploration for oil and gas should be expanded. The 

BP oil spill can prove to play a negative role in passing legislation, as it has been argued that it will take 

attention away from the issue of climate change, since both cannot be dealt with simultaneously. 

 

The partisan divide 

Almost every Republican was opposed to the Recovery Act and the passing of the health care reform has 

led Republicans to rule out political cooperation in 2010. Republican House Leader John Boehner, Senate 

Minority Leader Mitch McConnell and Senator John McCain have all criticised Obama on his handling of 

several key issues. 

The economic situation in the US also puts pressure on Obama, who needs to address an unemployment 

rate of 9.6 per cent. Immigration policy played a decisive role in the failure to craft a bipartisan climate 

bill, since Republican Senator Lindsay Graham left the cooperation with John Kerry and Joseph Lieberman 
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due to disagreements on it. Thus, the chance of Republican support for a climate bill has stopped 

abruptly. 

Even Democratic senators have put pressure on Obama not to threaten industries or jobs and have 

demanded stringent limits for other nations. The midterm elections put additional pressure on Democratic 

incumbents, who are more likely to break ranks, as state politics became increasingly important for 

them. On the other hand, Obama risks losing support from leftwing Democrats, if he moves too close to 

the Republicans in his quest for support. 

I will now be having a closer look at what the obstacles that Obama faces has meant for his initial goals 

of securing climate change legislation.  
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3) THE FAILURE TO SECURE LEGISLATION 

As shown Obama has met strong opposition on the issue of crafting a new energy policy for the nation.  

This has led the American president to give concessions on a number of points. I will analyse the most 

relevant of these concessions in the following paragraphs. Democratic Majority Leader Harry Reid’s 

energy bill will also be examined, as it is backed by Obama and represents a new and scaled-back 

approach. 
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3a) Obama’s concessions – Something is better than nothing 

In June 2010, Senator John Kerry publicly admitted that his own bill would not make it through the 

Senate, and that his bill instead should “be carved up and served in combination with other bills” (Broder, 

2010b). 

And in July 2010, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said no Republican was willing to back a 

comprehensive energy bill (Daly, 2010). On the difficulties of securing the votes, he said: “We know 

where we are… We know that we don’t have the votes.” Instead a narrower bill should focus on holding 

oil giant BP responsible for the spill in the Gulf of Mexico, improving energy efficiency, enhancing 

incentives for natural gas vehicles and increasing spending on land and water conservation (ibid.). This 

way at least something would be achieved instead of nothing (Baker & Herszenhorn, 2010). 

President Obama is still in support of a comprehensive bill, but also supports Majority Leader Harry Reid’s 

decision of trying to secure a narrower bill (Daly, 2010). This is also the case in spite of disappointing 

leftwing Democrats (Baker & Herszenhorn, 2010). In the effort of securing the 60 votes in the Senate, 

President Obama started giving concessions on a number of different issues. He put it this way: “The 

votes may not be there right now, but I intend to find them in the coming months” (Cooper, 2010). 

 

The end of cap and trade? 

The term cap and trade has become increasingly unpopular. One example comes from Independent 

senator Joseph Lieberman, who said that "[w]e don't use that term anymore.… We will have pollution 

reduction targets" (Ferraro & Cowan, 2010). Nevertheless, it is still the goal of the Obama administration 

to put a price on carbon to effectively reduce GHG emissions, and Obama still supports a cap and trade 

system (Daly, 2010). 

However, on 15 June 2010, President Obama said that he was also open to “other ideas” to reduce the 

dependency on oil (Lomax, 2010). Along with Democratic senators, Obama has for instance pushed for a 

scaled-back energy bill that only sets limits for utilities and not the industries in an attempt to get a bill 

passed (Baker & Herszenhorn, 2010). It has also been speculated that the resistance against a cap and 

trade approach can mean that a system with carbon taxes is more realistic (Economist, 2010). However, 

John Kerry has said that he believes that cap and trade could still be taken up in a lame duck session 

between the elections and the swearing-in of new senators in January 2011 (Lomax & Lerer, 2010). 

 

Concessions on energy supply 

Even after the turmoil surrounding the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, Barack Obama (2010h) continued 

backing domestic oil production: “I continue to believe what I said at that time, which was that domestic 

oil production is an important part of our overall energy mix. It has to be part of an overall energy 

strategy”. 

And despite strong criticism from environmental groups and some governors, President Obama has 

proposed – for the first time in decades – to expand offshore drilling along the Eastern Seaboard from 

Delaware to Florida, a section of the eastern Gulf of Mexico and parts of the Arctic coast of Alaska 

(Broder, 2010a). This, however, was also part of Obama’s election campaign of 2008, but is nevertheless 
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in agreement with the demand from Republicans, the industries, the manufacturers and the power 

utilities. 

A successful climate bill could very much include a range of environmental protection paragraphs and the 

option for coastal states to opt out of offshore drilling programmes. But so far it is likely that senators will 

continue to wait and see how the oil spill unfolds (ibid.). Drilling for more oil and gas in general as well as 

giving concessions to the coal industry could also prove to be what is required to gain support from 

Republicans and moderate Democrats (Broder, 2010b). 

During the presidential campaign of 2008, Obama refused to subsidize the oil industry and instead 

uttered plans of imposing a tax to finance alternative energy research. Finance Committee Chairman Max 

Baucus and other Democrats are, however, opening up for giving tax breaks to the oil industry to win 

support (Banker & Stets, 2010). 

During his presidential election campaign, President Obama did not rule out the expansion of nuclear 

power either. After taking office loan guarantees worth $8.33 billion were given for the first time in 

decades to build three to four new nuclear generators. It has also been suggested that more provisions 

could be given for nuclear power to gain Republican support (Shroder, 2010 and Broder, 2010b). 

The industries that are most vulnerable to cheap foreign imports are most concerned about losing 

competitiveness to the Chinese and Indian markets. These industries include for instance steel, cement, 

glass, pulp and paper. As a result Energy and Climate Advisor Carole Browner has said that the 

administration is listening to the concerns of these industries, which could end in the use of border tariffs. 

Previously Obama has warned that such tariffs could spark a global trade war. In addition, exemptions for 

major manufacturers have been suggested as being a way of securing the supermajority needed (Broder, 

2010b). 

A result of Obama’s concessions is that he is now in support of far less ambitious approaches than he 

initially set out for. One of these approaches is Harry Reid’s energy bill.  
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3b) Harry Reid’s bill – A scaled back approach 

On 27 July 2010, Majority Leader Harry Reid introduced his Clean Energy Jobs and Oil Spill Accountability 

Plan. The bill is a scaled-back proposal for climate change legislation and does not include specific 

reduction targets. Instead Reid sees it as a first step: “[W]e have to continue to work to find bipartisan 

agreement on a comprehensive bill to help reduce pollution and deal with the very real threat that global 

warming poses” (Senate Democratic Leaders, 2010a). The bill is also co-sponsored by Republican 

Senator Olympia J. Snowe and includes her Home Star proposal (REW, 2010). As previously mentioned, 

President Obama is also in support of the bill (Frommer, 2010a). 

With an estimated cost of $15 billion (Apollo Alliance, 2010) the bill consists of the following five titles: 

Oil spill response and accountability – BP will pay for the clean up of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, 

and oil companies will be obliged to invest in technologies that help to prevent and respond to domestic 

oil spills. The Federal government will improve its response to catastrophic oil spills in deepwater, 

structural reforms will be made to the Department of Ocean Energy, and old maritime laws will be 

corrected (Senate Democratic Leaders, 2010b). 

Reducing oil consumption and pollution – Provisions will be given to encourage the American heavy 

vehicle fleet to use natural gas and the nation’s transportation sector to use electric vehicles (ibid.). A 

total of $4.2 billion will be invested (Apollo Alliance, 2010). 

Clean energy job creation and consumer savings – Incentives worth $5 billion will be given for the 

Home Star programme to improve energy efficiency and reduce cost for households (Senate Democratic 

Leaders, 2010b). 

Protecting the environment – Funding for the Land and Water Conservation Fund will be provided over 

five years to protect land and water including protection from climate change (ibid.). 

Oil spill liability trust fund – The $1 billion liability cap of the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund will be 

increased to $5 billion, and the amount that oil companies are required to pay into the Oil Spill Liability 

Trust Fund will be increased (ibid.). 

House leaders have also introduced their own bill, the Consolidated Land, Energy and Aquatic Resources 

Act, or the Clear Act, which also mainly targets the oil spill (Frommer, 2010b). It includes new safety 

standards for offshore drilling, full liability for responsible parties to cover cleanup costs and damages of 

oil spills, a Gulf of Mexico restoration program, ethics standards between government regulators and the 

oil and gas industry as well as a new trust fund for oceans (ibid.) 

 

Bill criticized from both sides 

Harry Reid’s bill is a lot less ambitious than both the Waxman-Markey bill and the Kerry-Lieberman bill. 

The investments made in Harry Reid’s bills fade in comparison to the investments of the previous bills, 

which were $100 billion and $70 billion respectively. In addition no specific reduction targets have been 

set and the bill mainly aims at addressing the BP oil spill. It has received appraisal for this but has also 
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been criticized for not including a price on carbon, a renewable electricity standard (RES) or substantial 

investments in clean energy (Apollo Alliance, 2010). 

Especially the renewable energy industry, along with some senators, has pushed for including an RES in 

the bill. The CEO of the American Wind Energy Association, Denise Bode, expressed her disappointment: 

“Not passing an RES endangers at least 360,000 jobs: 85,000 currently employed in the wind industry 

and the potential 274,000 additional jobs created by an RES” (REW, 2010). 

However, just as Harry Reid does, President Obama sees the bill as the beginning of a more 

comprehensive bill: "I want to emphasize it's only the first step… And I intend to keep pushing for 

broader reform, including climate legislation" (Frommer, 2010a). Still, Democratic Senator Jeff Bingaman 

is more pessimistic, as he doubts that there will be enough votes for a scaled-back cap and trade 

proposal to pass the Senate in 2010 (Lomax, 2010). 

The oil industry has also met Harry Reid’s bill with criticism. API President and CEO, Jack Gerard, has said 

that it “would cut domestic production, kill American jobs, slow economic growth and cost billions in 

federal oil and natural gas revenues” (Landry, 2010). This is proof that even a scaled-back approach is 

met with the same scepticism as the previous and more ambitious bills. 

As this dissertation has shown, obstructers have influenced the goals that the Obama has set. Thus, it is 

relevant to analyse both the power of the president, and the level of influence that interest groups have. 
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4) PRESIDENTIAL POWER & INTEREST GROUP INFLUENCE 

The empirical data collected and analyzed in this dissertation creates a platform for testing the work of 

influential political scientists within the areas of presidential power and interest groups influence. These 

scientists have for decades examined and discussed these two extensive areas but have reached 

inconclusive results and disagree on a number of points. This is especially true regarding the informal 

powers that the presidency holds, the dispersion of power and the level of influence that interests groups 

posses. This dissertation does not provide all the missing answers, but it does add another piece to the 

puzzle. The theories introduced will also be used in the next chapters to answer the research question. 
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4a) How powerful is the president? 

Since Obama has made it one of his key goals to secure climate change legislation, it is relevant to 

examine the powers that the president holds and to test prevalent theory. The work of Richard E. 

Neustadt is by many considered the ‘bedrock’ theory of presidential power, and, hence, I will be taking 

my starting point here. Since the formal powers of the president are well-defined, although still changing, 

I find it more relevant to examine the informal powers of the presidency, as I consider them decisive 

factors for the president in achieving his political goals. In Neustadt’s words presidential power is the 

power to persuade. Theory of Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. is also included but to a lesser extent as his work 

mainly focuses on the chief executive’s power within foreign policy and during times of emergency. The 

work of Robert Singh, Theodore J. Lowi and others will also be tested using the empirical data of this 

dissertation. 

 

An agenda too ambitious 

Neustadt (1991) argues that the constitution created a government of separated institutions “sharing 

powers” instead of a government of “separated powers” as intended when creating the constitution (p. 

29). Hence, Neustadt (1991) claims that there is a great gap between what the public expect of the 

president, and what he can in reality carry through (p. ix) and Schlesinger (2004) holds that presidents 

tend to personify the government in themselves promising miracles that cannot be brought to life. The 

result is a president that seems to fail, and a population that turns against him (p. 423-424). In general, 

Americans have “highly erroneous” ideas about what a president in reality can achieve, and the role that 

Congress and other stakeholders play (p. 134). 

Schlesinger (2004) sees politics as an educational process, where speeches are used to educate the 

public (p. 438). Singh (2003) also notes that the president’s definition of his own role is important. In 

public pronouncements, the organization of the executive branch and the legislative programmes, 

presidents can define what the presidency is ‘about’. By doing this he can identify with or dissociate from 

specific issues (p. 147-148). He also sits in a unique position to prioritize political issues and put them on 

the agenda by speaking to and for the American people in the effort of gaining political support (p. 134). 

The notion that the public in general has too high expectations to the president is supported in the case 

of Barack Obama. Succeeding an extremely unpopular president in George Bush at the time of a serious 

financial crisis and during two wars the American people were yearning for change. And ‘Change’ is 

exactly what Obama promised – both through his persona and through his political agenda. But this only 

added to people’s expectations. 

In November 2008, nearly two-thirds of Americans believed that Obama would change the country for 

the better, and 75 per cent had a favourable view of him making him the most popular president-elect for 

over a quarter century. However, before midterm elections, 56 per cent of likely voters believed that he 

had fallen short of their expectations. It is likely that the many promises that Obama made during his 

election campaign – including addressing the financial crisis, terrorism, healthcare, climate change and so 

on – is too big a mouthful for any president (Henry, 2010). 

In this sense, the power of setting the agenda is a doubled-edged sword that can prove to a president’s 

disadvantage if expectations are set too high. 
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Proposals for Congress 

Lowi, Ginsberg & Shepsle (2008) note that there is power in being able to formulate proposals for 

Congress to work on, the so-called legislative initiative (p. 250). But they also note that presidents are 

most often in a weak position in a divided government, where the opposing party sits on one or two of 

the chambers in Congress. This is especially the case, when the president has plans of changing the 

status quo. In this case he becomes the “bargainer in chief” (p. 265), and the result is often delays on 

legislation, compromises on bills and legislation without real substance (Singh, 2003, p. 145). In a unified 

government, on the other hand, with the support of majorities in both chambers, the president is more 

likely to take the initiative, coordinate policies from the White House, and, hence, becomes the 

“coordinator in chief” (Lowi et al., 2008, p. 265). 

In this context, Obama’s situation is interesting. The strength between the parties does not live up to the 

definitions of a divided government, as the Republican Party up until midterm elections constituted the 

minorities in both the House and the Senate. However, considering the Republican’s obstructionism, 

cooperation is not an option and reaching a supermajority in the Senate has not been possible. This 

means that Obama, since wanting to make changes to the status quo, has found himself in a situation 

similar to that of a divided government. Thus, he must act as ‘bargainer in chief’. The result has been 

delays, compromises and climate change legislation without any real substance. 

 

The power to persuade 

Neustadt (1991) does not examine the presidential office itself, but rather the power of the president, 

who he sees “as one among many persons in a set of institutions” (p. ix). He does not address the formal 

powers vested in the president, but rather the power he holds through his personal influence (ibid). I will 

now turn to these informal powers, which include the president’s power to persuade, his professional 

reputation and his public prestige (p. 150). 

Neustadt (1991) considers the power to persuade the most important power of the president (p. 30), as 

power is greatly dispersed throughout the bureaucracy, and the president cannot simply dictate according 

to his desires (p. xxx). But what the president can do is draw power from continuing relationships with 

senators and members of the House. To gain support from these stakeholders he can make use of his 

status and authority and their need for presidential support on other issues (Neustadt, 1991, p. 31). 

Neustadt (1991) also claims that the task for any president is to convince lawmakers that his policy will 

also benefit them (p. 30). But the president cannot solely rely on the use of logic to gain support, even if 

their policy objectives are the same (p. 406), as politicians at other levels of government have different 

constituencies and different sources of power and interest (Neustadt, 1991, p. 40). 

This is exactly the situation that Obama has found himself in, and he has even been put under pressure 

by his own party. At least a dozen Democratic senators have said that they will not support a bill that 

threatens industries or jobs, and nine of these have sent him a letter with specific demands. This 

supports the claim that congressmen listen more to their voters than to the president and even more so 

during midterm elections. 

Thus, no matter how good arguments the president has, quite often he will need to give something back 

in return for the political support even among his fellow party members (Neustadt, 1991, p. 32). In other 
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words, the power to persuade is also the power to bargain (ibid). Obama’s concessions and scaled-back 

approach on climate change legislation confirm this. Harry Reid’s bill, which is the most recent energy 

bill, focuses mainly on holding oil giant BP responsible for the spill in the Gulf of Mexico and does not set 

a reduction target for GHG emissions. Obama supports this bill and is also ready to let other ideas replace 

a cap and trade system. 

 

Professional reputation  

Professional reputation refers to how congressmen regard the president’s ability and will to use the 

various advantages they think he has (p. 150). The better a president’s professional reputation is, the 

more reliable the government’s infrastructure becomes, and the easier it is to leave a mark on 

negotiations and to pass legislation (Neustadt, 1991, p. 54). Neustadt (1991) claims that how legislators 

view the president is a factor in making up the power of the president, since they are interdependent (p. 

50). How lawmakers think the president will react to their doings is known as the “law of anticipated 

reactions” (p. 50-51), and it is a key factor in the president’s power to persuade (p. 52). 

Neustadt (1991) also argues that professional reputation itself does not persuade. On the other hand, it 

can make the president’s ability to persuade impossible, if he lacks support from lawmakers (p. 54). The 

president’s past doings is an important factor too, as actions accumulate to form an idea of him among 

policymakers. This can pose a great danger to his level of influence (p. 52-53). 

The weakness of Obama supports this approach. The Republicans seek to block any piece of legislation 

that democrats and especially the president propose. Indeed, his ability to persuade is impossible as he 

does not have the necessary support from lawmakers. Republicans see the Democratic Party as having 

forced through health care legislation, and the president’s past doings have now severely weakened him 

in future efforts of passing legislation. 

 

Public prestige 

Professional reputation is closely linked with public prestige. How the public views the president is a 

source of influence and can help him by making it harder for legislators to oppose his proposals. On the 

other hand, the president is weaker, if he does not have public support (Neustadt, 1991, p. 73). When 

the president lacks public support, Neustadt (1991) notes that his options are reduced, and his freedom 

of manoeuvre is checked making him more dependent on ‘negative’ powers such as the use of the veto 

(p. 76). 

Since November 2009, Obama has seen his popular approval rating decline to 46 per cent at the end of 

October 2010, and during this period it has not been higher than 52 per cent. The fact that Obama is 

stuck on passing legislation supports the thesis that a president who lacks public support has fewer 

options and less freedom of manoeuvre. Obama has also threatened to make use of the veto, if Lisa 

Murkowski had succeeded in blocking the EPA from regulating GHG emissions. 

Neustadt (1991) claims that what threaten popular approval are whatever frustrations Americans may 

have, as they will see the president in the light of these frustrations (p. 80). This is also linked with the 

high expectations that many Americans have of the president. These frustrations are to a higher extent 

due to problems such as a high unemployment rate rather than climate change. The latter is deemed of 
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little significance to the life of the average American, and many believe that the phenomenon is due to 

long term planetary trends. Obama’s inability to effectively address the problems facing the nation thus 

weakens his popular approval rating. 

Neustadt also notes that acting prospectively is another important aspect of the power that the president 

should exercise to maintain a high professional reputation and public prestige. In other words the 

decisions made today will harm or aid his ability to persuade tomorrow (Neustadt, 1991, p. 152). The 

current situation, where the Republican Party is unwilling to support any Democratic bill for the rest of 

the year due to Obama’s handling of healthcare, more than suggests that Obama has failed in acting 

prospectively. And it is certainly against Obama’s intentions of bridging the partisan divide that he spoke 

of during the presidential election (Liasson, 2009). 

Only 37 per cent of likely voters say they are more likely to vote for a congressional candidate backed by 

Obama (Silverleib, 2010). This shows an impairment of Obama’s power to persuade, as having his 

support, especially during the midterm elections, has declined in value. Singh (2003) adds that the 

presidency is a weak institution and that the president is isolated (p. 127-128). Cigler & Loomis (2005) 

claim that Congress and the American people can impose major limitations on any president (p. 397). In 

the case of Obama, and especially his efforts of securing climate change legislation, these statements are 

more valid than ever. 

After having analysed the power of the president, it is now relevant to turn to interest groups and their 

level of influence.  
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4b) How influential are interest groups? 

As previously shown, Obama has met heavy resistance from powerful interest groups on the issue of 

climate change legislation. For that reason, it is relevant to examine and test how powerful interest 

groups in fact are. First, I will be testing two main theories of the dispersion of power in the US, pluralism 

and elitism, by using the empirical data collected in this dissertation. Second, I will be using the same 

approach to analyse the influence of interest groups. Especially the work of influential political scientists 

Robert A. Dahl, Theodore J. Lowi, Allan J. Cigler and Burdett A. Loomis will be used. 

 

Pluralism or elitism: Interest group influence 

Cigler & Loomis (2007) hold that the US government must address the collective needs of society, yet it 

also needs to respond to the special interests of groups that have the resources to communicate 

effectively (p. 1). This is also true for the issue of climate change legislation, but the question is how 

much influence interest groups have on affecting policy outcomes. 

Robert Dahl argues that the American society is pluralistic. A large number of interest groups of varying 

sizes in terms of people and with varying financial resources compete against each other on every issue. 

Hence, their efforts more or less even each other out, and no single group or set of interests can 

dominate. In this way, interest groups of every social group are heard, and politicians can act according 

to public desires (Singh, 2003, p. 209 and Cigler & Loomis, 2007, p. 5). Dahl (2005) argues that this 

gives “a considerable measure of popular control over the policies of leaders” (p. 100) and Lowi, Ginsberg 

& Shepsle (2008) add that the outcome is moderation, balance and compromise (p. 526). 

In his system of dispersed inequalities Dahl (2005), however, also notes that the resources throughout 

the American society is unequally distributed. But financial resources are not the only way to influence 

policymakers, as the power in numbers must not be underestimated either (p. 228). An elite group may 

have the resources but will in most cases lack the number of people, which keeps them from dominating 

the political scene (p. 246). 

Theodore Lowi et al. (2008) too consider power in the US as decentralized and dispersed but claim that 

elites are in political control. Interest group politics in the US has a “very pronounced upper-class bias” 

and is dominated by people that have high incomes and are highly educated (p. 528). 

Environmental groups such as the Sierra Club, Greenpeace and the WWF are unified in calling for action 

on climate change. These groups are backed by the Pew Center on Global Climate Change and a number 

of businesses that have joined for instance BELC and USCAP, and the renewable energy sector are 

pushing for a climate change bill as well. But these stakeholders are all dwarfed by the magnitude of 

businesses, the industries and the energy sector that work against it. 

Major corporate interests collaborate to stop any comprehensive energy bill. Hundreds of millions of 

dollars are spent on lobbying activities, and more lobbyists than ever before roam the corridors of Capitol 

Hill – most working for the interests of well-established major businesses and producers of energy. What 

is also in support of the elitist mindset is that no substantial climate change legislation is likely to become 

law despite the president’s desire. However, the political system in the US also plays a significant role in 

obstructionist politics, as it is easier to prevent legislation than to pass it. 
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A decentralized power structure 

Pluralists add that elections play a crucial role in how politics is carried out in the US. Elites that work 

against the public’s general opinion have a choice of either pleasing the majority or persuading and 

inducing lawmakers in an effort to see their agenda succeed (Dahl, 2005, p. 248). Another important 

point of view is that legislators constantly worry about getting re-elected, and what consequences their 

voting behaviour has (Smith, 1995, p. 99). Or as Dahl (2005) puts it: “[M]any influential leaders seem to 

be captives of their constituents” (p. 89). 

Lowi adds that political issues are often divided into specific policy areas that are each controlled by 

groups with special interests. This especially goes for politics on a local and state level, whereas the 

presidency and general policy debates represent public interests more evenly (McFarland, 1987, p. 132-

133). Obama has tried to secure climate change legislation on a federal level, but has, among other 

things, been stopped by local and state level politics. Democratic legislators, especially those up for re-

election and from states that are coal and oil dependent, have had to listen to the demands of corporate 

interests and to producers of energy from fossil fuels. 

In relevance to this, Schlesinger (2004) notes that the potential voters of legislators are more important 

than their own party (p. 426). Cigler & Loomis (2007) add that the political parties in the US are far from 

being disciplined and unified, which in turn gives interest groups the ability to influence lawmakers (p. 7). 

Lowi et al. (2008) point out that the president does not control his own party, but in cases where the 

party in control is unified, the opposition is likely to be unified as well. This calls for the president to rise 

above partisanship and win bipartisan support (p. 266). 

Since Republicans have been unanimously opposed to any Democratic bill after passing the health care 

bill, Obama has found it impossible to reach across the aisle contrary to his ambitions. And while 

corporate interests can be very important to legislators, so have their constituencies proved to be – 

especially before midterm elections. Obama has been nowhere near being in control of his own party on 

the issue of climate change. Instead several Democratic Senators have listed their demands, which 

include measures that would benefit their own base of support. 

 

The level of influence 

Supporters of elite theory hold that the US is a profoundly unequal society. This is not only true in regard 

to wealth but also in regard to the level of influence that specific interests have throughout society 

(Singh, 2003, p. 209). As Lowi et al. (2008) put it: “[I]nterest-group politics is generally a form of 

political competition in which the wealthy and the powerful are best able to engage” (p. 554), and if 

organized interests agree on a certain issue, politicians have “a powerful impetus to move in that 

direction” (Smith, 1995, p. 111). 

Cigler & Loomis (2007) claim that an interest group seeks to gain a financial advantage (256) and to 

protect its current position or to improve it (p. 8). Since most of campaign contributions come from 

businesses and wealthy individuals, these stakeholders are unlikely to be interested in changing the 

existing social and economic order. Thus, lawmakers are often unable to change the status quo (Singh, 

2003, p. 212). Moreover, they often succeed when they collaborate around a particular political issue 

(Lowi et al., 2008, p. 539).  
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Influential interest groups representing manufacturers, energy utilities and the industries are all 

interested in keeping to the status quo. They have grown in size and wealth based on the existing system 

and would be threatened by a comprehensive energy bill, as it would cause major changes as to how 

energy is produced, distributed and consumed in the US. 

 

Can contributions affect voting behaviour? 

Lowi et al. (2008) argue that within interest group politics, strong groups are likely to succeed rather 

than the public good (p. 526), and Dahl (2005) claims that there is often a conflict between experts and 

legislators, since the latter seeks a political payoff on every issue. Experts, on the other hand, often call 

for action on issues that are politically dangerous – where lawmakers risk losing votes. If a legislator 

expects an issue to give an adverse effect, he will avoid it (p. 93). The UN and the IPCC has called for 

action on climate change, and President Obama has made it one of his top priorities, but lawmakers are 

still afraid to act on it, as they fear that it will harm the economy on a federal, state and local level. This 

supports Dahl’s claim, as legislators are afraid of losing votes. 

Lowi et al. (2008) argue that contributions can affect a politician’s overall voting pattern in Congress, 

since they rely on them for campaign contributions (p. 539). Others argue that party, ideology and 

constituencies are larger influences (Smith, 1995, p. 92), and that the opinions of lawmakers are not 

shaped by interest groups but reinforced by them (Smith, 1995, p. 97). Businesses have spent millions of 

dollars on contributions, but as most political scientists have concluded, it is difficult to give a clear 

answer as to whether a legislator’s opinion is reinforced or altered by it. However, in the case of climate 

change legislation one thing stands clear: It has not been possible to pass a comprehensive energy bill. 

 

Climate change not salient 

The more salient a group’s interests are, the more the group can potentially influence legislators (Smith, 

1995, p. 101). Interest groups work to gather and share information on outcomes about the 

consequences of political decisions, and sharing this information can diminish the uncertainty a legislator 

has about a specific bill (Smith, 1995, p. 99). Interest groups have published reports saying that millions 

of jobs will be lost if any of the proposed bills are passed. Considering that 81 per cent of Americans think 

that it is very important to act on the job situation, it is also a salient issue for legislators. 

Dahl (2005) argues that salience is an important aspect of how much pressure the public puts on 

politicians. In addition, they are influenced by what they think American voters want (p. 101), and Smith 

(1995) adds that interest groups play a key role in affecting public opinion (p. 120). Dahl (2005) does not 

rule out the influence of altruism but suggest that people’s preferences are based on a desire for benefits 

to themselves and to people close to them (p. 98). 

Almost half of potential voters believe that the threat of climate change is exaggerated, and 45 per cent 

believe that it is mainly due to planetary trends. In addition, only 32 per cent say that it is very important 

to act on. That the issue is not salient for Americans, gives part of the explanation as to why interest 

groups are successful in preventing substantial legislation from being passed. Interest groups could even 

be part of shaping people’s opinion. This is also in support of Dahl’s notion, since the immediate threat of 

losing your job is more tangible than an intangible climatic threat. 
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As a closing remark, Cigler & Loomis (2007) point to a downside of interest group influence. Since 

lawmakers feel forced to meet the many and often contradictory demands of several different 

stakeholders, the result is increased government spending, and that major political issues facing the 

nation cannot be effectively addressed (p. 30). Obama has indeed increased spending through his 

Recovery Act, and the claim is also supported by the president’s inability to address the issue of climate 

change. Instead only a scaled-back approach is what looks politically realistic. 

I will now be having a closer look at Obama’s failure of achieving his initial goals and the reasons behind 

it.  
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5) OBAMA’S FAILURE 

In the following paragraphs, I will analyse and sum up why Obama has not been effectively able to 

secure climate change legislation. This includes Obama’s initial ambitions, his efforts, the obstacles he 

faces, and what this has resulted in politically. Where possible, this chapter is split into issue areas to 

show which specific concessions Obama has given and the answers why. The theory previously 

introduced will also be included where relevant. 
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5a) Obama’s ambitions and initiatives 

Supported by a number of stakeholders, Barack Obama has made securing climate change legislation one 

of his top priorities. The American president has also set specific reduction targets and launched a 

number of initiatives. 

Apart from saving the climate, Obama sees possibilities in the transition to a clean energy economy as 

obtaining energy independence will improve the security of the nation, increase competitiveness, boost 

the economy and create jobs. The clean energy sector is in support of this as are environmental groups 

such as Greenpeace, Sierra Club, the WWF and the National Resources Defence Council. Major businesses 

also support the plan under organizations such as BELC and USCAP that are for a mandatory cut in 

emissions. Together with the Pew Center on Global Climate Change they support introducing a cap and 

trade mechanism. 

Obama himself is also in support of cap and trade and has proposed a 17 per cent reduction in GHG 

emissions based on 2005 levels by 2020. This is equivalent to a four per cent reduction based on 1990 

levels, which should be compared with the IPCC’s recommendations of a 40 per cent reduction and the 

EU’s goal of a reduction of 20-30 per cent. Hence, the American reduction targets constitute a modest 

reduction, at least initially, since Obama’s goal is to reach IPCC recommendations by 2050. However, no 

internationally binding agreement was agreed upon at the COP15 in 2009 or at the COP16 in 2010. 

In his goal of securing climate change legislation, Obama has appointed a number of ‘green’ people to 

key posts throughout his Cabinet, and the Obama administration has also carried out specific initiatives. 

The Recovery Act includes $80 billion for clean energy programmes, which will reach $150 billion by 

2012, and investments have been made in renewable energy sources, new nuclear reactors, CCS 

technologies plus solar, wind and geothermal energy sources. Investments have also been made in 

biofuels, hybrid and electric vehicles and in modernizing the electricity grid. In addition, fuel economy 

standards have been introduced for cars and the transportation sector and federal agencies are required 

to reduce GHG emissions. 

However, what Obama has achieved so far falls short of his initial ambitions. I will now be taking a closer 

look at Obama’s concessions and the reasons for giving them.  
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5b) The obstacles 

Obama faces a number of powerful obstructers in achieving his goal of passing comprehensive climate 

change legislation. These obstructers include interest groups and the lack of both public and political 

support. 

 

Influential interest groups opposed 

Obama may be supported by large environmental groups, but these are still dwarfed in terms of the 

resources of for instance the oil and coal industries that spent three times as much on advertising as 

leading environmental groups did in 2009. Within the first seven months of 2010, the energy industry 

had spent $242 million on lobbying activities, which includes pay checks for a large portion of the 2,810 

climate change lobbyists working in Washington. 

Influential interest groups that are against climate change legislation includes the IER, the NAM, AISI, the 

NRCC, the US Chamber of Commerce, the API, the Steel Manufacturers Association, the ATR, Americans 

for Prosperity, the Business Roundtable and Koch Industries. The NCSL and the NGA has put additional 

pressure on Obama demanding flexibility for states, and that the most cost effective solutions should be 

introduced to protect the economy. 

Political scientists agree that resources are unequally distributed but discuss how power is dispersed in 

the US. The findings of this dissertation support elite theory and Lowi among others, since a collaboration 

of wealthy interest groups seem successful in keeping to the status quo. Political scientists discuss 

whether a link between campaign contributions and voting behaviour can be established, and this 

dissertation does not give a clear answer either. It is important to notice that the political system also 

plays an important part, as it is easier to stop legislation than to pass it. In addition to this, the salience 

of the issues that interest groups put forward is very high as they deal with job losses and protecting the 

economy. 

 

Public opinion 

It is not unusual for presidents to have lost popular support around midterm elections, which has also 

happened for Obama, whose job approval rating has dropped significantly since the inauguration. Political 

scientists Neustadt and Schlesinger agree that there is a gap between what the public expects of the 

president, and what he can actually achieve. This has indeed proved to be a problem for Obama, whose 

promise of change is likely to have given Americans high expectation. In Neustadt’s terms Obama’s 

public prestige is low, which also means that candidates backed by Obama are not necessarily given an 

advantage. 

In addition, many Americans distrust climate scientists, believe global warming is mainly due to planetary 

trends, and that the news coverage of global warming is exaggerated. Americans are generally not 

concerned about global warming and do not think that it will pose a serious threat to them in their 

lifetime.  

The unemployment rate in the US is at 9.6 per cent and many regard other issues as more important 

than securing climate change legislation. This includes stimulating the economy, fixing the job situation 

and addressing the country’s energy needs, which Obama has failed to do. Many also see a conflict 
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between economic growth and environmental protection, and since only 32 per cent regard it as very 

important to act on global warming, the former is more important to address. As Dahl argues, the lack of 

salience on a specific issue weakens the president’s chances of addressing it, as people are more 

interested in addressing their immediate needs. 

 

The lack of political support 

The loss of public support showed during the midterm elections of 2010, where Democrats saw 

Republicans gain seven seats in the Senate and win majority in the House of Representatives. The Tea 

Party Movement, an astroturf phenomenon, was given a key role in midterm elections and put pressure 

on politicians not to be in support of basically any of Obama’s policies including a climate bill. 

For many Democratic senators and House representatives midterm elections were a matter of survival. 

As a result, promises of protecting industries and jobs were made, and Democrats were more likely to 

break ranks, which made it impossible to pass a climate bill. 

Schlesinger, Lowi, Cigler and Loomis all agree that there is a lack of party discipline within the two major 

American parties. Robert Dahl adds that elections play a key role for any politician as getting re-elected is 

a constant concern. Hence, politicians are captives of their own constituencies. Lowi adds that this 

matters even more on a state and local level. It should be added here that that the NCSL and the NGA 

recommend making any climate bill flexible for states. Other political scientists argue that party and 

ideology matter more, but this is not supported by the findings of this dissertation. 

Barack Obama had the best intentions of bridging the partisan divide when elected president. Lowi 

argues that in case of a unified opposition, this is exactly the challenge for the president. However, as a 

result of passing major Democratic acts, such as the Recovery Act and health care reform, the 

Republicans took an obstructive position, unwilling to support any Democratic bill. Many leading 

Republicans have also criticized Obama for how he has handled a number of key issues. Disagreement on 

immigration policy has also meant that no bipartisan climate bill was crafted, after Lindsay Graham left 

the cooperation he had been in with John Kerry and Joseph Lieberman. 

In Neustadt’s term Obama’s professional reputation is low among congressmen as a result of how he has 

handled past issues. He has not been able to act proactively or been able to bridge the partisan divide. 

Neustadt describes the president as holding a weak position especially in a divided government and 

Obama very much fits into the definition of ‘bargainer in chief’. 

The result of these obstacles has been a less ambitious approach, which I will now turn to. 
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5c) The result: A scaled-back approach 

Singh describes the presidency as a weak institution, and the president as an isolated leader, and Cigler 

& Loomis argue that Congress and the public can impose limitations on any president. They also claim 

that the pressure from interest groups can lead to the inability of effectively addressing major political 

issues. This has proven true for the issue of climate change. Obama has been in support of both the 

Waxman-Markey bill and the Kerry-Lieberman bill, which are considered the most ambitious climate bills 

in Congress. Both bills set ambitious reductions targets, are economy-wide approaches with budgets 

worth tens of billions of dollars and include cap and trade mechanisms. 

However, the bills have been met with strong criticism from the influential interest groups analysed. They 

claim that the bills would introduce a large number of new mandates and regulations, result in millions of 

jobs lost and hit low-income families the hardest. As a result John Kerry, Harry Reid and Barack Obama 

all agree that a climate bill is not going to happen in 2010. Instead a combination of other bills is seen as 

the realistic steps forward together with concession on a number of issues. 

Majority Leader Harry Reid’s own bill, which is supported by Obama, is a lot less ambitious both in terms 

of the goals set and the financing. It is seen as a first step for climate change legislation but does not 

include specific reduction targets, a price on carbon or substantial investments in clean energy. It mainly 

focuses on holding BP responsible for the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, on preventing new oil spills and on 

improving the response for oil spills. It also includes oil consumption reduction for heavy vehicles and 

energy saving. 

The concessions made confirm Neustadt’s thesis that the power to persuade is the power to bargain. 

Obama is past the point where he can convince enough lawmakers that his policies will benefit them and 

their constituencies. For that reason he has to bargain through giving concessions. 

 

Specific concessions 

Obama’s overall goal in the transition to a clean energy economy is an economy-wide approach that 

includes a cap and trade mechanism and a price on carbon dioxide emissions. However, many influential 

interest groups consider cap and trade a tax as it will cause prices of oil, coal and natural gas to increase 

and force the industries out of the US meaning loss of global competitiveness and jobs. Especially 

Republicans are opposed, but many Democratic Senate members depend on support from the energy 

industry and are also reluctant to back it. 

As a result, Obama is now open to other ideas, which includes scaled-back bills and avoiding setting 

limits for businesses and industries. The BP oil spill has been predicted to play a significant role in climate 

change legislation, as the two cannot be dealt with simultaneously. And so it has. The new House bill and 

Harry Reid’s bill primarily address offshore drilling and do not seriously address climate change. Obama is 

still in support of expanding domestic oil production as well as offshore drilling despite resistance from 

environmental groups and leftwing politicians. This is in agreement with Republican demands, and 

Obama is also likely to give concession to the coal industry to gain support. 

Initially, Obama has been opposed to tariffs on goods imported from countries that do not enter into an 

internationally binding agreement to reduce GHG emissions, since he feared that it could spark a global 
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trade war. The industries disagree to a certain extent as to whether such a tariff should be imposed, but 

generally fear losing competitiveness. The opposition is led by the US Chamber of Commerce, but most 

other interest groups, especially those that are vulnerable to cheap imports, support introducing such a 

tariff. 

And the Obama administration is listening to the concerns of the industries. Hence, both the Waxman-

Markey and the Kerry-Lieberman bills supported by Obama include a tariff and at least a dozen 

Democratic senators have urged Obama to include it. This again indicates that Obama is on shaky ground 

and has to negotiate to achieve any results.  
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6) CONCLUSION 

This dissertation seeks to answer why President Obama has failed to secure climate change legislation, 

and how this has affected his goals. In answering these questions, it makes the most sense to start with 

Obama’s initial ambitions and his achievements so far. Subsequently, I have analysed those opposed and 

given an analysis of the political climate and the opinions of the general public to give answers to why 

Obama has not been able to secure climate change legislation. Lastly, I have analyzed and discussed how 

powerful the president is, how influential interest groups are and discussed how his goals have been 

affected. 

The transition to a clean energy economy through climate change legislation is a key issue for Barack 

Obama. This includes specific reduction targets for an internationally binding agreement, an economy-

wide approach and a cap and trade mechanism. However, Obama is far from having reached these goals. 

To his advantage, the American president does have domestic support from environmental groups, 

certain states, think tanks, businesses and politicians but the opposition has proved to be far stronger. 

The role of the political system in the US must not be underestimated either, as it is far easier to obstruct 

legislation than to pass it. 

Having a closer look at the opposition shows a strong collaboration of businesses, utilities and the 

industries that spend hundreds of millions of dollars on lobbying in Congress and advertising. Moreover, 

these stakeholders are more or less unified in opposing a comprehensive climate bill as they are 

interested in keeping to the status quo. 

President Obama also lacks support among the general public, which, in a financial crisis, are more 

concerned about keeping their jobs and fixing the economy than saving the planet. In addition, there is a 

general consensus that the threat of global warming is exaggerated, and that there is a conflict between 

climate change legislation and economic growth. 

Until the midterm elections of 2010, Obama was still one vote short of reaching supermajority in the 

Senate even with full Democratic and Independent support. At this point, he still needed the support of at 

least one Republican senator. However, after passing the Recovery Act and health care reform, the 

Republican Party has been unanimously opposed to President Obama and any Democratic bill. As a result 

the comprehensive Waxman-Markey and Kerry-Lieberman bills supported by Obama have in reality been 

impossible to pass. 

Even among his fellow party members there has been lack of support, and several Democratic senators 

have publicly stated their demands. The lack of support became even more evident before the midterm 

elections where even more Democratic incumbents broke ranks in their efforts of securing another term. 

With the help of the Tea Party Movement, the Republican Party took another seven seats in the Senate 

and won House majority making a comprehensive bill even more unlikely. 

In his efforts of getting at least something passed, Obama has given concessions on a number of points. 

First of all, he is in support of Harry Reid’s scaled-back approach that primarily addresses the BP oil spill. 

The bill sets no specific reduction targets and includes no cap and trade mechanism or serious 
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investments in renewable energy. The bill is seen as a first step, but it is still a clear sign that Obama is 

not able to get any comprehensive bill passed. 

The COP15 summit in Copenhagen proved a big disappointment, too, as developing nations such as 

China and India are reluctant to enter into an international agreement. The result has been that Obama is 

now open to the idea of imposing trade tariffs on imported goods, even though he has previously feared 

that it would spark a global trade war. The cap and trade mechanism that Obama has been in support of 

from day one is now also subject to being replaced by other ideas. 

Obama, however, has still made some accomplishments. He has appointed a number of people dedicated 

to fighting climate change to his Cabinet, he has issued a number of executive orders to mitigate 

emissions and billions of dollars have been issued for clean energy programmes through the Recovery 

Act. However, the transition to a clean energy economy has only made minor steps forward, no specific 

reduction targets have been agreed upon and a cap and trade mechanism looks dead.  

In short, Obama has had to struggle with other major political issues such as the financial crisis and 

health care reform. He has met political resistance both within his own party and from a unified 

Republican Party, and influential interest groups have fiercely lobbied against climate change legislation. 

In addition to this, Obama’s public approval level is at an all time low and the average American is more 

concerned about other tangible issues. Considering all these obstacles it seems inevitable that Obama 

would fail to secure climate change legislation to the extent that he initially set out for. The result has 

been a scaled-back approach with the aim of getting at least something passed instead of nothing. 
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Danish summary 

Obamas mislykkedes bestræbelser for at gennemføre klimapolitik 

Speciale af Casper Riddersborg, Copenhagen Business School, december 2010 

Barack Obama har længe haft klimaforandringer som en af sine mærkesager. Målet er at sætte specifikke 

reduktionsmål som del af en international aftale, der dækker hele USA's økonomi og inkluderer handel 

med kvoter for drivhusgasser, som det kendes fra Kyoto-aftalen. Men indtil videre har Obama ikke været 

i stand til at gennemføre lovgivning på området. Denne opgave belyser, hvilke årsager der ligger til grund 

for dette, og hvordan dette har haft indflydelse på Obamas mål. 

 

Problemformulering 

Hvorfor har præsident Obama ikke været i stand til at gennemføre klimapolitik, og hvordan har dette 

påvirkets hans mål? 

 

Metode og teori 

For at kunne besvare problemformuleringen beskriver denne opgave først Obamas ambitioner og 

initiativer for derefter at rette blikket mod modstanderne, og hvor indflydelsesrige de er. Udvalgte taler 

og udtalelser fra Obama og andre inddrages, og der refereres til en lang række nyhedsartikler, 

hjemmesider og rapporter. 

Resultaterne af dette speciale benyttes til at teste fremherskende teori inden for præsidentembedets 

magt og interessegruppers indflydelse. På førstnævnte område inddrages især Richard E. Neustadt, der 

hævder, at præsidententen er svag og derfor benytter sig af evnen til at overtale, samt Arthur M. 

Schlesinger, Jr., der modsat hævder, at præsidenten er stærk. Robert Dahl and Theodore J. Lowi 

inddrages i teoridelen for at undersøge interessegruppers indflydelse på præsidentens magt. Disse to 

teoretikere repræsenterer to forskellige skoler, hhv. pluralisme (Dahl) og elitisme (Lowi). 

 

Resultater 

Flere store miljøorganisationer bakker op om Obamas ambitioner, og det samme gør en række politikere, 

stater, tænketanke, virksomheder og den vedvarende energisektor. Men modstanderne af en 

gennemgribende ændring af USA’s energipolitik, har vist sig som værende meget stærk. Samtidig spiller 

opbygningen af det amerikanske politiske system og kravet om absolut flertal i senatet en vigtig rolle, 

idet det er lettere at stoppe lovforslag end at gennemføre dem. 

Hvis der kigges nærmere på oppositionen, ses der en stærk alliance mellem virksomheder, 

energiproducenter og industrien, der har brugt hundredevis af millioner dollars på reklamer i landet i 

almindelighed og på lobbyvirksomhed i Washington i særdeleshed. Disse interessenter er mere eller 

mindre alle imod en gennemgribende ændring af landets energipolitik og har store interesser i at 

bibeholde status quo. 

Præsident Obama mangler derudover også opbakning blandt befolkningen, der i en finanskrise er mere 

optagede af at beholde deres job og redde landets økonomi end at redde planeten. Og som følge af 

demokraternes gennemførte lovgivning omkring en økonomisk redningspakke og sygesikring, har 
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republikanerne påbegyndt en obstruktionistisk politik, hvor et enstemmigt parti modsætter sig ethvert 

demokratisk lovforslag. Selv blandt Obamas partifæller har der været mangel på støtte og adskillige 

demokratiske senatorer har stillet specifikke energipolitiske krav til ham. Dette blev tydeligt 

demonstreret før midtvejsvalgene i november 2010, hvor flere siddende demokratiske politikere gik 

enegang for at sikre sig genvalg. 

Resultatet af modstanden mod Obama har været, at ambitionsniveauet er blevet sænket. Hvor 

lovforslag, som Obama støttede, tidligere har været ambitiøse og levet op til Obamas oprindelige mål, 

støtter den amerikanske præsident nu lovforslag, som hovedsageligt er beregnet olieudslippet i Den 

Mexikanske Golf. Der sigtes i stedet mod mere beskedne mål med det sigte at få noget gennemført i 

stedet for intet. Men den amerikanske præsident er stadig langt fra at opnå de resultater, som han 

oprindeligt satte sig for.  
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